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ABSTRACT
We present Herschel observations of 22 radio galaxies, selected for the presence of shocked, warm molecular
hydrogen emission. We measured and modeled spectral energy distributions in 33 bands from the ultraviolet to
the far-infrared to investigate the impact of jet feedback on star formation activity. These galaxies are massive,
early-type galaxies with normal gas-to-dust ratios, covering a range of optical and infrared colors. We find that
the star formation rate (SFR) is suppressed by a factor of ∼ 3 − 6, depending on how molecular gas mass is
estimated. We suggest this suppression is due to the shocks driven by the radio jets injecting turbulence into
the interstellar medium (ISM), which also powers the luminous warm H2 line emission. Approximately 25%
of the sample shows suppression by more than a factor of 10. However, the degree of SFR suppression does
not correlate with indicators of jet feedback including jet power, diffuse X-ray emission, or intensity of warm
molecular H2 emission, suggesting that while injected turbulence likely impacts star formation, the process is
not purely parameterized by the amount of mechanical energy dissipated into the ISM. Radio galaxies with
shocked warm molecular gas cover a wide range in SFR–stellar mass space, indicating that these galaxies are
in a variety of evolutionary states, from actively star-forming and gas-rich to quiescent and gas-poor. SFR
suppression appears to have the largest impact on the evolution of galaxies that are moderately gas-rich.
Subject headings: galaxies: active - galaxies: evolution - galaxies: ISM - galaxies: jets - galaxies: star forma-
tion
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. AGN Feedback via Radio Jets
Active galactic nucleus (AGN) feedback on the interstellar
medium (ISM) is thought to be an important factor in regu-
lating star formation activity in galaxies (e.g., Hopkins et al.
2006). In our current paradigm of galaxy evolution, supported
by numerical simulations, feedback can clear galaxies of gas
and thereby suppress the star formation activity as well as
supermassive black hole growth (e.g. Silk & Rees 1998; Di
Matteo et al. 2005). However, our understanding of the de-
tails involved and the variety of means via which the AGN
can impact its host remains incomplete
One type of feedback is the interaction between radio jets
and the ISM, which may have either positive or negative ef-
fects on the star formation rate (SFR; Wagner & Bicknell
2011). Hydrodynamical simulations of such interactions have
shown that a radio jet may couple strongly to an inhomoge-
neous, clumpy ISM, injecting turbulence and depositing en-
ergy by creating cocoons of hot X-ray emitting gas (Suther-
land & Bicknell 2007). The expansion of these bubbles can
then spread the effects of the radio jet across the host galaxy.
The net effect may suppress star formation by driving shocks
and turbulence into the ISM, thereby rendering the molecu-
lar gas infertile to star formation, or by driving outflows that
can remove the raw materials for new stars (e.g., Guillard
et al. 2012). Neutral, ionized, and molecular outflows have
all been found in radio galaxies (e.g. Emonts et al. 2005; Fer-
uglio et al. 2010; Mahony et al. 2013; Morganti et al. 2013,
2015; Garcı´a-Burillo et al. 2014; Alatalo 2015).
† Hubble fellow
Star formation suppression has been conclusively mea-
sured, based on resolved molecular observations and detailed
modeling of the spectral energy distributions (SEDs) in only a
few galaxies. It was demonstrated in NGC 1266, whose AGN
has a small radio jet (Nyland et al. 2013) and is driving a mas-
sive molecular outflow (Alatalo et al. 2011), where star for-
mation activity is suppressed by a factor of 50–150 (Alatalo
et al. 2015b). Karouzos et al. (2013) found hints that radio-
loud AGN hosts have a lower SFR than inactive galaxies but
could not examine the star formation efficiency. Guillard et al.
(2015) recently discussed how the turbulence being injected
into the ISM of 3C 326N could explain the quenching of its
star formation activity.
1.2. Molecular Hydrogen Emission Galaxies
To study the impact of jet feedback on the star forma-
tion activity in their host galaxies, the ideal laboratories are
galaxies where we already have evidence of interaction of the
jets with the ISM. One class of such galaxies are molecular
hydrogen emission galaxies (MOHEGs; Ogle et al. 2007,
2010). These galaxies are identified by the Spitzer Space Tele-
scope (Werner et al. 2004) by their high mid-infrared (MIR)
H2 emission relative to their star formation-related emis-
sion (24µm or polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)).
Specifically, MOHEGs are defined to have L(H2 0–0 S(0)–
S(3))/L(PAH7.7µm) > 0.04, a ratio that is too large to be pro-
duced solely by photoelectric heating in photodissociation re-
gions (Ogle et al. 2010). Using this criterion to select galaxies
therefore excludes those where the warm molecular emission
is predominantly due to heating by star formation activity.
Ogle et al. (2010) explored potential heating mechanisms
for this warm molecular emission in a sample of radio galax-
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ies. They ascertained that X-ray heating by an AGN was in-
sufficient, since these radio galaxies do not contain the high-
luminosity, high-ionization AGN necessary. They could not
rule out the mechanism of cosmic ray heating but calculated
that a very high cosmic ray density would be required to ex-
plain the observed H2 emission. Therefore, they determined
that the most likely mechanism was shock heating, which
has been seen in radio galaxies (e.g., Labiano et al. 2013;
Scharwa¨chter et al. 2013) and is a likely result of the interac-
tion between the radio jet and the ISM. This picture is further
supported by the correlation found by Lanz et al. (2015) be-
tween the MIR H2 luminosity and the diffuse X-ray luminos-
ity in radio MOHEGs, as both would be powered by the dissi-
pation of the jet’s mechanical energy into the ISM. Therefore,
radio MOHEGs provide an excellent sample for investigating
the effect of jet feedback on star formation activity.
We present ultraviolet (UV) to far-infrared (FIR) SEDs of
22 radio MOHEGs, which we use to analyze the properties of
the host galaxies. We describe the sample selection and the
data analysis, including new Herschel photometry, in §2. In
§3, we discuss our SED fitting methodology and the caveats
involved and test the reliability of our SED-derived parame-
ters. We use these galaxy parameters to examine the colors,
ISM properties, and star formation activity of this sample in
§4 and summarize our conclusions in §5. We comment on in-
dividual galaxies and present the details of UV–FIR images
and fitted SEDs in the appendix.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS
2.1. Sample
Our sample is derived from the surveys of Ogle et al. (2010;
15 sources) and Guillard et al. (2012; 7 sources) of ra-
dio galaxies observed with the Spitzer Infrared Spectograph
(IRS; Houck et al. 2004), containing both core-dominated
(i.e., FR I; Fanaroff & Riley 1974) and lobe-dominated (FR II)
sources. The Ogle et al. galaxies were selected from the
3CRR catalog with a redshift (z <0.13 for FR I and z <0.22
for FR II) and flux cuts (Sν(178 MHz) >15 Jy for FR I and
>16.4 Jy for FR II). The redshift cut insured that the purely
rotational quadrupole transitions H2 line series (0–0 S(0) to 0–
0 S(7)) was observable with IRS. The Guillard et al. galaxies
were selected to have neutral outflows and have some sources
in common with the Ogle et al. sample.
We specifically focus on those galaxies identified as MO-
HEGs.2 Table 1 presents the sample, including their mor-
phologies, environments, and distances. The Guillard galax-
ies extend the range of star formation activity, but are not sys-
tematically different from the Ogle galaxies. Throughout this
paper, we assume a cosmology with Hubble constant H0 =
70 km s−1 Mpc−1, matter density parameter ΩM = 0.3, and
dark energy density ΩΛ = 0.7 (Spergel et al. 2007). For the
two galaxies with z < 0.01, we use redshift-independent dis-
tances calculated by Tonry et al. (2001).
2.2. Observations and Data Reduction
In order to examine the properties of the host galaxies of
these radio MOHEGs, we created UV–FIR SEDs, based on
2 Although 3C 31 falls just outside the MOHEG criterion on the H2/PAH
ratio, Ogle et al. (2010) argued that it should also be called a radio MOHEG,
since it has a larger ratio than the SINGS galaxies, but has a lower ratio than
most MOHEGs due to strong PAH7.7µm emission. PKS1549-79 has a sim-
ilar ratio and likewise has strong PAH7.7µm emission.
observations from Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX; Mar-
tin et al. 2005), Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al.
2000), the 2 Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS; Skrutskie et al.
2006), Spitzer (Werner et al. 2004), Wide-field Infrared Survey
Explorer (WISE; Wright et al. 2010), and Herschel (Pilbratt
et al. 2010). In the next sections, we describe the reduction
we performed on these data. For ease of reading, we confine
the details of the observations (Table A1) and measured pho-
tometry (Table A2) to the appendix, where we also comment
on peculiarities of the individual galaxies and present UV–FIR
images and fitted SEDs.
2.2.1. Ultraviolet (GALEX) Photometry
All but two of our galaxies were observed by GALEX.
Mosaics of the longest observations were retrieved from the
Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes using GalexView ver-
sion 1.4.10. In the case of 3C 433, only an near-UV (NUV)
observation is available. We used the conversions from
count rate to fluxes provided by Goddard Space Flight Cen-
ter (2004)3 and corrected for foreground extinction due to the
Milky Way dust using the extinction laws given by Wyder
et al. (2005) and the NH of Kalberla et al. (2005)4. Back-
grounds estimates were measured near each galaxy in source-
free regions. Photometric uncertainties consist of the Poisson
uncertainty added in quadrature with a 10% calibration uncer-
tainty (Goddard Space Flight Center 2004).
2.2.2. Optical (SDSS) Photometry
Sixteen of our galaxies have SDSS images available in
DR12 (Alam et al. 2015). We retrieved mosaics of each
galaxy in all five ugriz filters from the DR12 Science Archive
Server5. All were taken in Drift mode with 53.9 s expo-
sure times. We corrected for foreground extinction, using
the extinction corrections of Stoughton et al. (2002) with the
same NH as for the GALEX corrections. Background esti-
mates were measured near each galaxy in source-free regions.
Photometric uncertainties consist of the Poisson uncertainty
added in quadrature with a 3% (gri) or 5% (uz) calibration un-
certainty (Stoughton et al. 2002). For galaxies lacking SDSS
observations (six galaxies), UBVR photometry or limits were
obtained from the literature (see §2.2.7).
2.2.3. Near-infrared (2MASS) Photometry
Our sample has complete near-infrared (NIR) coverage
from 2MASS. We retrieved mosaics from the NASA/IPAC
Infrared Science Archive (IRSA), preferably from the Large
Galaxy Atlas (Jarrett et al. 2003). The counts measured in
the images were converted to magnitudes using the magni-
tude zeropoints given in the header of each image and then
to Janskys using the flux conversions of Cohen et al. (2003b).
Backgrounds estimates were measured near each galaxy in
source-free regions and photometric uncertainties are the sum
in quadrature of the uncertainty due the flux conversion fac-
tor uncertainty, a calibration uncertainty of 3%, and Poisson
uncertainty (Cutri et al. 2006).
2.2.4. Mid-infrared Photometry
3 http://galexgi.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/galex/FAQ/
counts_background.html
4 Obtained from http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/
Tools/w3nh/w3nh.pl
5 http://dr12.sdss3.org./fields
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Spitzer IRAC — Sixteen of our galaxies were observed with
the Infrared Array Camera (IRAC; Fazio et al. 2004) as part of
nine different programs. Pipeline-created mosaics (S18.25.0)
were retrieved from the Spitzer Heritage Archive. The Spitzer
fluxes required aperture corrections. We determined the effec-
tive radius of each elliptical aperture6 and used the extended
source flux corrections given in the IRAC Instrument Hand-
book7. Background estimates were measured in the same
field in regions selected to mimic the content of background
and foreground objects in the apertures in the outskirts of
the galaxies. Photometric uncertainties consist of the sum in
quadrature of the 3% calibration uncertainty, which typically
dominates, and the error measured from the uncertainty im-
ages (Cohen et al. 2003a).
WISE — Our sample has complete coverage by WISE. We re-
trieved mosaics from IRSA. Counts were converted to fluxes
via magnitudes using the zeropoints given in the All-Sky Ex-
planatory Supplement (Cutri et al. 2015). WISE fluxes re-
quire both an aperture and a color correction, depending on
the shape of the SED. We first determined which power-law
or blackbody model best fits the photometry and then applied
those color corrections (Wright et al. 2010). Aperture cor-
rections are given for the default point source aperture (8.25′′
for 3.4µm-12µm and 16.5′′ for 22µm)8 in the All-Sky Ex-
planatory Supplement (Cutri et al. 2015), as are point spread
function (PSF) images. We derive aperture corrections by
measuring the ratio of the flux contained in the default point
source aperture in the PSF images to the flux contained in
our desired aperture, and multiplying that ratio by the stan-
dard correction. Photometric uncertainties consist of the sum
in quadrature of the uncertainty in the flux conversion factor,
the Poisson uncertainty, and calibration uncertainties of 2.4%,
2.8%, 4.5%, and 5.7%, respectively, in order of increasing
wavelength (Cutri et al. 2015).
2.2.5. Far-infrared Photometry
Spitzer MIPS — Eighteen of our galaxies were observed with
Spitzer’s Multiband Imaging Photometer (MIPS; Rieke et al.
2004), as part of nine different programs. Pipeline-created
mosaics (S18.12.0 or S18.13.0) were retrieved from the
Spitzer Heritage Archive. At 70 and 160µm, we use the fil-
tered mosaics, which are better corrected for artifacts and are
recommended for point sources, as none of our galaxies are
resolved by MIPS at these longer wavelengths. MIPS fluxes
require aperture corrections. Aperture corrections at several
radii are given in the MIPS instrument Handbook9. We esti-
mate the radius as the effective radius of the aperture (see foot-
note 9) and interpolate between the available aperture correc-
tions. Photometric uncertainties consist of the sum in quadra-
ture of the calibration uncertainty (4% at 24µm and 15% at
70 and 160µm) and the error measured from the uncertainty
images (Engelbracht et al. 2007). MIPS 70µm photometry
is only used in the absence of Photoconductor Array Camera
and Spectrometer (PACS) 70µm photometry; MIPS 160µm
photometry is only used in the absence of PACS160µm pho-
tometry.
6 reff =
√
a× b for semimajor axis a and semiminor axis b
7 http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/SPITZER/docs/
irac/iracinstrumenthandbook/30/
8 http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/
allsky/expsup/sec4_4c.html
9 http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/SPITZER/docs/
mips/mipsinstrumenthandbook/50/
Herschel PACS — Nineteen of our galaxies were observed
with the PACS (Poglitsch et al. 2010) instrument on Herschel,
which observed at 160µm in conjunction with either 70µm or
100µm. All 19 were observed at 100µm, but only nine were
observed at 70µm. About 75% were taken as part of a Cycle
1 Open Time (OT1) program on radio jet feedback (P.I. Ogle),
but we also use PACS observations taken as part of five other
programs. Level 0 data were retrieved from the Herschel Sci-
ence Archive and processed to Level 1 using the calibration
trees of version 12.1.0 of the Herschel Interactive Processing
Environment (HIPE; Ott 2010) to prepare the products nec-
essary to create mosaics using the 2013 July 31 version of
Scanamorphos (Roussel 2013). PACS photometry requires
both color and aperture corrections. Color corrections are
available for a range of blackbody models with temperatures
between 5 and 1000 K (Mu¨ller et al. 2011); we used the color
correction for the blackbody whose temperature best fit our
photometry. HIPE contains aperture corrections for 140 dif-
ferent radii. We derive aperture corrections for our elliptical
apertures at their effective radii (see footnote 9) by interpo-
lating between the HIPE values. Photometric uncertainties
for PACS bands consists the sum in quadrature of a statistical
uncertainty based on the background fluctuations (following
the method of Dale et al. 2012) and a 10% calibration uncer-
tainty (Paladini et al. 2012). We find good agreement between
the MIPS and PACS photometry at 70 and 160µm for those
galaxies observed with both, but preferentially use the PACS
photometry where available.
Herschel SPIRE — The same nineteen galaxies observed with
PACS were also observed with the Spectral and Photomet-
ric Imaging Receiver (SPIRE; Griffin et al. 2010), with about
75% taken as part of the OT1 program of P. Ogle. Addi-
tional data from four other programs were also used. The
data were retrieved from the Herschel Science Archive and
processed through HIPE using the default pipeline scripts to
create Small Map mode mosaics (calibration trees v11.0).
SPIRE photometry requires both color and aperture correc-
tions. Color corrections are available for a range of power-
law models with indices between –4 and 5 and include color-
dependent beam shape corrections, since image units are in
Jy per beam (Valtchanov 2014). In contrast to PACS, SPIRE
documentation only had aperture corrections for its default
point source apertures (22′′, 30′′, and 42′′ at 250µm, 350µm,
and 500µm, respectively). Therefore, we obtained PSF im-
ages10 and derived aperture corrections in the same manner as
for the WISE photometry. For seven of the 19 galaxies with
SPIRE data, the aperture determined at optical/MIR wave-
lengths (see §2.2.6) is smaller than the point source aperture
at one or more SPIRE bands. In these cases, we measured
the SPIRE photometry in the point source aperture instead.
Photometric uncertainties consist of the sum in quadrature of
a statistical uncertainty calculated in the same manner as for
the PACS bands and a 10% systematic uncertainty11 (Pearson
et al. 2014). The Herschel photometry of three of our galaxies
has previously been published (3C 84 by Mittal et al. 2012,
3C 326N by Guillard et al. 2015, and IC 5063 by Mele´ndez
10 https://nhscsci.ipac.caltech.edu/sc/index.php/
Spire/PhotBeamProfileDataAndAnalysis
11 SPIRE literature indicates the calibration uncertainty is 4–5%. How-
ever, Pearson et al. (2014), amongst others, argues that aperture photometry
is a less reliable method than some of the tools found in HIPE, such as Time-
line Fitter, which are not easily applicable to our study, which seeks to use
consistent extraction apertures. Therefore, we use a higher systematic uncer-
tainty.
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et al. 2014), with which we typically have good agreement.
2.2.6. Aperture Determination
For consistency, we sought to use matched apertures across
our SEDs. In order to determine the aperture necessary to
fully capture both the optical and infrared (IR) emission, we
used the SExtractor algorithm (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) to de-
termine Kron apertures in the SDSS and WISE images. In the
absence of SDSS images, we used the IRAC images. We mea-
sured the ugriz and WISE photometry in the largest SDSS-
and WISE-derived apertures, determined whether there was a
significant difference in the photometry, and examined the ex-
tent of the apertures relative to other sources in the field. Us-
ing this information, we selected the aperture that captured all
the flux at both optical and MIR wavelengths, while minimiz-
ing contamination due to foreground or background sources.
Some of our galaxies have companions or exist in clusters.
We used the results of SExtractor to help define exclusion re-
gions to minimize the contamination to the flux of these other
sources. In Table 1, we provide the size and orientation of
the apertures used and note which also have exclusion regions
applied. 3C 310 and 3C 338 lie in the centers of clusters in
a nest of galaxies, making it particularly difficult to exclude
all of the flux from neighboring galaxies without removing
flux from the host galaxy. Therefore, the photometry of these
galaxies should be treated with caution. Similarly, 3C 459
lies near an optically bright foreground star. Therefore, the
best aperture at short wavelengths is quite small in order to
minimize contamination. At longer wavelengths, we use the
(larger) recommended point source apertures. The measured
photometry and upper limits (3σ) are given in Table A2.
2.2.7. Literature Photometry and Properties
Table A2 also gives the photometry we gathered from
the literature. We only use Infrared Astronomical Satellite
(IRAS) photometry when PACS data are lacking, particularly
at 70µm. For those galaxies without optical images from
SDSS, we first searched for UBV photometry in the Third
Reference Catalog (RC3; de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991). There-
after, we used the NASA Extragalactic Database (NED)12 to
find UBVR photometry available in the literature. Since these
photometry were not measured in the same aperture we used,
we only use these data if they agree with the shape of the
SED traced by measured UV and NIR photometry and with
larger uncertainties than reported to reduce the weight of these
points in our fits. Only 3C 236’s lack of UV photometry from
GALEX can be remedied by existing literature photometry, in
this case from the Hubble Space Telescope (Tremblay et al.
2010). For galaxies without IRAC or MIPS observations, we
obtained photometry at 8 and 24µm estimated from the IRS
spectra as part of the IRS enhanced products in the Spitzer
Heritage Archive. These galaxies are typically at sufficiently
high redshift that the whole galaxy is contained within the slit.
We also collected CO-derived molecular masses and ex-
tents from the literature. We corrected these masses for dis-
crepancies in the distances assumed in these papers and here.
Much uncertainty still remains on the precise conversion,
and its dependence on galactic parameters such as metallic-
ity (e.g., Narayanan et al. 2012; Bolatto et al. 2013) or ra-
diation intensity (e.g. in (ultra-)luminous IR galaxies; Bo-
latto et al. 2013, and references therein), between CO lu-
12 https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/
minosity (or integrated line intensity, ICO) and the associ-
ated mass (or column) of molecular hydrogen, which is typ-
ically accumulated in the αCO (or XCO) parameter. The
literature-derived CO masses were calculated with a variety
of αCO or XCO, so we also adjusted these masses to assume
a common αCO = 4.3 M (K km s−1 pc2)−1 equivalent to
XCO = 2 × 1020 cm−2 (K km s−1)−1 (Bolatto et al. 2013).
The resulting masses are given in Table 2. We also give warm
molecular masses and luminosities, as well as the ratio in lu-
minosity between H2 and PAHs.
Table 2 also summarizes the X-ray and radio properties of
these galaxies. Lanz et al. (2015) measured the diffuse X-ray
emission, excluding the AGN, for the 20 galaxies from this
sample that had Chandra observations. Since that paper, an
observation of Mrk 668 (Obs. ID 16071) has become pub-
lic and was analyzed in an identical manner. PKS 1549-79
has only been observed with XMM-Newton, which has much
poorer spatial resolution. For this galaxy, we fit the spectrum
with a thermal component (effectively our diffuse emission)
and an absorbed power-law (effectively the AGN). Appendix
B provides additional details of this reduction. In the last
columns of Table 2, we also give the jet power calculated with
the formula of Punsly (2005) from the 178 MHz flux density.
2.2.8. Extent of the Star-forming Region
The most difficult aspect of localizing galaxies on the
Kennicutt-Schmidt (K–S; Kennicutt 1998) plot of the surface
density of star formation versus the surface density of molec-
ular gas is measuring the surface area. Although 17 of our 22
galaxies have CO line intensities or limits, only six of these
were observed with instruments capable of spatially resolving
the molecular emission (typically an interferometer). For
these galaxies, we assume, as is commonly done, that the
extent of the star-forming region is the same as that of the
molecular disk. For an additional four galaxies, we can
estimate the extent based on the size of the PAH (IRAC 8µm)
or UV emission as a proxy. For the rest, no information
on the extent of the star-forming disk exists within current
observations. Since these galaxies are typically early-type
galaxies (ETGs), we use the typical radius of 1 kpc measured
in ATLAS3D galaxies (Davis et al. 2014). Further, Davis
et al. (2013) found that ATLAS3D typically had a CO radius
∼ 20% of the stellar extent radius, which for our galaxies
correspond to 1–2 kpc. The position of these galaxies on
the K–S diagram should be taken as preliminary, pending
resolved molecular observations. The sizes we use, and from
where they were determined, are given in Table 2.
3. SED FITTING
3.1. Method
To estimate SFR, stellar and dust masses, and dust tempera-
tures, we used the SED fitting code MAGPHYS (da Cunha et al.
2008). MAGPHYS fits SEDs with a combination of UV−NIR
stellar spectral libraries from Bruzual & Charlot (2003) and
a simple, physically motivated model for IR emission from
dust developed in da Cunha et al. (2008). It models the ISM
as a mix of diffuse dust interspersed with denser, warmer stel-
lar birth clouds. The IR dust libraries have five components:
a fixed PAH spectrum shape derived from the M17 SW star-
forming region (Madden et al. 2006), a NIR continuum asso-
ciated with the PAH emission modeled by a modified black-
body (β = 1) at 850 K, a hot MIR continuum modeled by the
sum of two modified blackbodies (β = 1) at 130 K and 250
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Table 3
Galaxy Parameters
MAGPHYSa AGN
M∗ SFR LDust MDust TWarm TCold αd Log(νLν
Galaxy (1011M) (M yr−1) (1010 L) (107M) (K)b (K)c (6µm; L))
3C 31 2.95+0.07−0.07 0.162
+ 0.004
− 0.001 0.871
+ 0.006
− 0.026 1.32
+ 0.27
− 0.14 39.8
+ 9.6
− 6.3 20.8
+0.5
−0.8 2.0 42.3
3C 84 2.40+0.06−0.40 7.76
+ 0.31
− 4.11 10.2
+ 0.5
− 5.6 11.0
+ 6.9
− 6.5 59.6
+ 0.1
− 0.1 19.4
+0.4
−0.1 3.0 43.6
3C 218 1.45+0.25−0.10 3.63
+ 0.08
− 0.68 2.19
+ 0.05
− 0.15 7.76
+ 0.89
− 0.68 39.2
+ 8.3
− 1.4 15.4
+0.1
−0.2 ... ...
3C 236 1.00+1.51−0.26 0.251
+ 0.876
− 0.217 2.88
+ 1.90
− 0.31 10.7
+ 1.8
− 4.4 55.2
+ 3.6
− 6.1 18.3
+0.7
−0.5 2.3 43.5
3C 270e 0.91+0.53−0.58 0.0794
+ 0.0206
− 0.0519 0.0813
+ 0.0187
− 0.0254 0.0724
+ 0.1181
− 0.0537 46.6
+ 9.0
−10.6 21.4
+2.6
−3.9 2.0 41.7
3C 272.1e 0.79+0.44−0.19 0.0437
+ 0.0288
− 0.0327 0.0794
+ 0.0097
− 0.0308 0.0661
+ 0.1201
− 0.0510 44.0
+ 9.3
− 9.5 21.3
+2.7
−4.0 2.0 41.3
4C 12.50 2.45+0.36−0.06 24.5
+ 0.6
−18.9 182
+ 9
−153 100.
+ 1
−49 59.7
+ 0.1
− 1.2 15.8
+0.1
−0.6 3.0 44.5
3C 293 0.65+0.29−0.25 0.871
+ 0.453
− 0.195 3.31
+ 0.40
− 0.49 2.00
+ 0.58
− 0.92 58.4
+ 0.8
− 4.7 24.1
+0.3
−1.6 1.6 43.1
MRK 668 0.91+0.04−0.02 1.23
+ 0.08
− 0.01 17.4
+ 0.8
− 0.1 6.46
+ 0.18
− 0.29 54.9
+ 1.9
− 11.3 24.7
+0.2
−0.1 2.0 44.6
3C 305 0.93+0.27−0.40 0.295
+ 1.157
− 0.007 2.75
+ 0.88
− 0.57 2.24
+ 0.33
− 0.20 45.8
+ 6.4
− 8.8 23.8
+0.4
−1.0 2.5 43.1
3C 310e 2.24+0.05−0.69 0.0398
+ 0.0002
− 0.0207 0.0741
+ 0.0003
− 0.0078 0.0776
+ 0.0604
− 0.0239 42.7
+11.0
− 9.0 22.7
+1.6
−2.0 ... ...
3C 315 0.25+0.01−0.06 2.00
+ 0.05
− 0.65 1.82
+ 0.04
− 0.12 1.12
+ 0.83
− 0.45 55.5
+ 3.2
− 6.5 20.4
+2.2
−2.3 ... ...
3C 317 3.39+0.08−1.44 0.513
+ 0.002
− 0.169 0.891
+ 0.006
− 0.155 0.309
+ 0.001
− 0.068 58.7
+ 0.1
− 0.1 23.3
+0.1
−0.1 ... ...
3C 326N 1.55+0.04−0.04 0.087
+ 0.106
− 0.046 0.454
+ 0.249
− 0.157 0.605
+ 0.376
− 0.219 56.6
+ 2.4
− 6.2 20.8
+1.4
−1.8 ... ...
PKS 1549-79 0.23+0.62−0.13 38.0
+23.6
−15.6 112
+ 62
− 14 12.0
+ 3.7
− 2.3 53.5
+ 4.7
− 5.8 23.7
+1.0
−2.4 2.0 45.2
3C 338f 2.00+0.05−0.09 0.603
+ 0.004
− 0.024 0.339
+ 0.002
− 0.014 0.871
+ 0.006
− 0.589 ... ... ... ...
3C 386 0.20+0.02−0.04 0.0794
+ 0.0865
− 0.0716 0.132
+ 0.009
− 0.020 0.191
+ 0.072
− 0.043 57.4
+ 1.9
− 3.0 19.5
+0.9
−1.0 ... ...
3C 424e 0.26+0.20−0.11 0.0501
+ 0.0879
− 0.0363 0.324
+ 0.105
− 0.054 3.55
+ 0.72
− 1.26 48.2
+ 8.2
−11.0 15.4
+0.7
−0.3 2.0 42.9
IC 5063 0.40+0.02−0.08 0.759
+ 0.356
− 0.004 3.16
+ 1.30
− 0.01 1.91
+ 1.06
− 0.01 60.0
+ 0.1
− 1.0 19.4
+0.1
−0.1 3.0 43.4
3C 433 1.12+0.03−0.38 3.63
+ 0.65
− 0.15 9.55
+ 0.00
− 0.43 2.57
+ 0.04
− 0.10 59.9
+ 0.1
− 0.1 24.7
+0.1
−0.1 2.4 44.3
3C 436 1.55+0.49−0.14 0.427
+ 0.031
− 0.322 4.57
+ 0.22
− 0.31 3.31
+ 0.58
− 0.29 46.4
+ 7.8
− 9.1 24.4
+0.4
−0.8 2.0 43.4
3C 459 0.36+0.01−0.02 195
+ 5
−48 182
+ 4
− 23 28.8
+ 5.2
− 0.5 59.8
+ 0.1
− 0.1 24.6
+0.1
−0.1 3.0 44.1
a Uncertainties take into account both the uncertainty in the best fit as well as the variation during the iterative fitting.
b Warm component restricted to 30–60 K and assumes β = 1.5.
c Cold component restricted to 15–25 K and assumes β = 2.
d Power-law index of the AGN model restricted to be between 1 (approximating a face-on torus) and 3 (effectively an edge-on torus).
e These SEDs are poorly sampled in the IR and are not very well fit in the FIR, so the parameters should be used with caution.
f 3C 338 only has upper limits at λ >60µm, so the derived dust mass and luminosity and SFR should be considered upper limits. Similarly, we do not have concrete information on
its dust temperatures.
K, a warm (30–60 K) dust component modeled as a modified
blackbody (β = 1.5), and a cold (15–25 K) dust component
modeled as a modified blackbody (β = 2). The warm dust
component is assumed to exist both in the diffuse ISM and in
denser birth clouds, while the cold dust exists only in the dif-
fuse ISM. The model shape of the different dust components
(i.e. β) is determined based on the likely size of the grains
emitting primarily at those temperatures (see da Cunha et al.
2008 for further details).
In order to determine the physical parameters associated
with each SED, MAGPHYS combines UV–NIR and IR spec-
tral libraries, each with 50,000 models calculated for a range
across each parameter, such that the energy absorbed in the
UV/visible regime is re-emitted in the IR. These models are
convolved with the response functions of each filter for which
the user has provided photometry. MAGPHYS does not so
much fit for its derived parameters as determine how well the
photometry of each of its models (and their associated param-
eters) match observations. As a result, in addition to determin-
ing which model matches best, MAGPHYS creates probability
distribution functions (PDFs) for each of its parameters, indi-
cating the likelihood of its value. The parameters we use in
this work are the median of these distributions with the range
of parameter values with 16%–84% likelihood providing the
bulk of the uncertainty.
MAGPHYS does not currently include an AGN component,
and many of our galaxies have a significant MIR contribution
likely due to an AGN. Sajina et al. (2012) described an empir-
ical SED model for UV–FIR SEDs which includes a compo-
nent associated with AGN tori, modeled as a broken, tapered,
power-law:
FAGN =
ν
( νν0 )
α e0.5ν + ( νν0 )
−0.5 + ( ν0.3ν0 )
−3.0 (1)
The effect of dust sublimation is captured by the exponential
tapering, and the ν−3 component acts as the Rayleigh-Jeans
tail of a dust component (with β = 1), softened by the flatter
component (ν−0.5).
Including another component such as this one into MAG-
PHYS is an endeavor beyond the scope of this paper. Instead,
we used an iterative method to fit both the Sajina AGN com-
ponent and a host galaxy (via MAGPHYS) in order to better
model our SEDs. First, we fit the SED purely with MAG-
PHYS.Then we subtracted the photometry associated with the
best MAGPHYS fit and fit the MIR residuals (5–24µm) with
the Sajina AGN. We fix ν0 in order to have a peak in the MIR,
within the range used by Sajina et al. (2012). We tried both
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Figure 1. Comparison of the SED-derived SFR with SFR calculated from several IR relations, with solid, darker symbols indicating that the SED fit included
an AGN component and unfilled, lighter-colored symbols indicating an AGN component did not improve the SED fit. SFRs calculated based on the luminosity
of the 7.7µm PAH (a) and 11.3µm PAH (b) show some dispersion but correlate well with with the SED-derived SFR. (c) The SFR calculated from the 70µm
relation of Calzetti et al. (2010) agrees well with the SED-derived SFR, as the SED at this wavelength is generally dominated by the host galaxy. In contrast, the
SFR calculated from the 8–1000µm luminosity ((d) Kennicutt 1998) is often too large, particularly when the SED is better fit with a MIR AGN component.
fits with α = 2 and with a free α = [1, 3].13 The photome-
try associated with the better AGN fit is subtracted from the
observed fluxes, and the resulting photometry is fit again with
MAGPHYS.14 We iterate several times between the MAGPHYS
fits and the MIR AGN fits until the MAGPHYS fit no longer
improves. If adding the AGN component has not significantly
improved the fit, then we use the original (pre-AGN) fit; oth-
erwise we include the AGN component. Fifteen of the 22
SED fits improve significantly with the inclusion of an AGN
component. We add the parameter variation seen over the iter-
ations to the uncertainties from the MAGPHYS 16%-84% pa-
rameter likelihood range, as a means of estimating the impact
of different AGN models on the parameters. Table 3 summa-
rizes the derived parameters.
We tested whether beginning with the AGN component,
rather than the host component, affects the fit. When the
AGN component is weak (e.g., 3C 31) or moderate (e.g,
3C 236), there is very little difference. For strong AGNs (e.g.,
IC 5063), fit iterations starting with the AGN component con-
verge to a model with a slightly stronger AGN contribution
and an SFR lower by a factor of ∼ 2, within the reliability
of our SFR (see §3.2.1). Additionally, if the SFR are indeed
lower than those derived with our methodology in the 3–8 of
our galaxies with the strongest MIR AGN, then this will only
strengthen the results we discuss in §4.2.
We tested the reliability of the AGN contribution by fitting
a subset of our sample with another IR-only SED fitting pro-
gram, DecompIR (Mullaney et al. 2011), which pairs one of
five host galaxy templates with a piece-wise AGN model con-
sisting of two power laws and a modified blackbody. Our De-
compIR fits of galaxies requiring significant AGN contribu-
tions with our fitting method (e.g., 3C 236 and IC 5063) yield
AGN fractional contributions to the 8–35µm of ∼ 75%, sim-
ilar to the MIR AGN fractions in our fits. Further, DecompIR
fits of galaxies where our method does not require an AGN
(e.g., 3C 218 and 3C 326N) yield MIR AGN fractions< 20%.
3.2. Parameter Comparison
13 α = 1 corresponds approximately to a face-on torus, whereas α = 3
better models edge-on tori.
14 In some cases, the model photometry in a band is larger than the ob-
served photometry. In these cases, we treat the observed flux as an upper
limit in the subsequent fit, which adds substantially to the χ2 value if the
model of that fit is larger than this data point.
Figure 2. Comparison of the SED-derived dust mass with a estimate of dust
mass based on the 42–122µm luminosity. Solid symbols include an AGN in
the fit. The five labeled galaxies have differences greater than a factor of 3.
3C 459 and PKS 1549-79 are both ULIRGs and peak at shorter wavelengths,
corresponding to warmer temperatures. The difference in derived mass for
3C 218, 3C 236, and 3C 386 is more likely due to SEDs dominated by a colder
component than the 25 K assumed in the IR luminosity-based estimate of dust
mass (see §3.2.2 for further details).
In our examination of galaxy properties, we will use the
parameters derived from the SED fitting. Since the SFR, dust
mass, and stellar mass will be key properties, we first examine
how these SED-derived values compare to those from simpler
methods. This comparison will also provide some guidance
in future studies with more limited observational data sets.
3.2.1. SFR
Figure 1 shows the comparison of the SFR obtained from
the MAGPHYS fit15 with four other measures of SFR. We ex-
amined how the MAGPHYS SFR compares to SFR calculated
15 MAGPHYS calculates SFR from the average SFR of the last 100Myr
of the star formation history.
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Figure 3. Comparison of the SED-derived stellar mass with the mass cal-
culated from a color-dependent mass-to-light relation for the three 2MASS
bands. Solid symbols include an AGN in the fit. The SED-derived masses
agree best with the H-band derived masses within a factor of 2.
from the PAH fluxes from Ogle et al. (2010) and Guillard
et al. (2012).16 We find that these SFRs correlate well with
the SED-derived values but with dispersions of ∼ 0.7 dex
(Fig. 1ab). Some of this dispersion may also be due to the
fact that the IRS slit did not fully cover the host for all of our
galaxies.17
One of the most common estimates of SFR is based on the
IR luminosity, such as the 8–1000µm relation of Kennicutt
(1998) (Fig. 1d). However, many of these galaxies have siz-
able MIR contributions likely due to warm dust heated by an
AGN. Therefore, it is not surprising that the total IR SFR is
biased high compared to the SED-derived value for our galax-
ies. In contrast, if we only examine FIR emission where the
host galaxy dominates (e.g. 70µm; Fig. 1c), the SFRs corre-
late much better with a dispersion of 0.4 dex.
3.2.2. Dust Mass
Figure 2 compares the MAGPHYS-derived dust mass with an
estimate of the dust mass based on the 42-122µm luminosity.
We assume a simple model of a single modified blackbody
with a dust emissivity power-law index of β = 1.8 and a typi-
cal temperature of 25 K (as suggested for example by Scoville
et al. 2014). We find that there is good agreement (dispersion
of 0.46 dex), despite the simple assumptions of the second
estimate.
The galaxies that deviate the most provide interesting
insights on the estimation of dust mass. In Figure 2, we
identified the five galaxies whose estimates of dust mass
differ by more than a factor of three. The three with lower
dust masses in the simple model (3C 218, 3C 236, and
3C 386) all have cold dust temperatures from MAGPHYS
16 We use the same formulae as Ogle et al. (2010) but with our as-
sumed distances: SFR(PAH7.7µm) = 2.4×10−9 L(PAH7.7µm)/L and
SFR(PAH11.3µm) = 9.2× 10−9 L(PAH11.3µm)/L.
17 This issue was previously noted for a subset of these radio galaxies in
the appendix of Alatalo et al. (2015b).
Figure 4. Comparison of the SED-derived 6µm AGN continuum flux with
the 2–10 keV AGN flux, showing that our galaxies fall along the correlation
seen for more luminous AGN by Lutz et al. (2004).
below 20 K. Since dust mass varies with dust temperature as
MD ∝ T−(4+β), a decrease in temperature from 25 to 20 K
increases the derived dust mass by a factor of 3.6 (assuming
β = 1.8). PKS 1549-79 and 3C 459 are two of our three
ultra-luminous IR galaxies (ULIRGs), which tend to have
typically hotter dust (e.g., Clements et al. 2010) and therefore
peak at shorter wavelengths than less luminous galaxies. As a
result, the dust mass derived from their 42-122µm luminosity
is overestimated. The third ULIRG, 4C 12.50, is well fit by a
15.8 K cold dust temperature, so the two effects cancel out.
Similarly, 3C 84 has a temperature just under 20 K, but it has
a relative high luminosity as a luminous IR galaxy (LIRG).
We conclude that the SED-derived values provide a good
estimate of the dust masses due to the ability of this method
to fit multiple thermal components.
3.2.3. Stellar Mass
We also compare the MAGPHYS-derived stellar mass deter-
mined based on the star formation history associated with the
best fit model with masses calculated from a color-dependent
mass-to-light relation (Fig. 3; Bell et al. 2003). We use g–r
colors if we have SDSS observations, or B–V colors if avail-
able, along with the luminosity in the three 2MASS bands.18
We find good agreement with H-band derived masses, which
are intermediate between the J-band and Ks-band masses,
with a dispersion of 0.26 dex. The dispersion across the set
of 2MASS-derived masses is 0.32 dex. We do not see signif-
icant differences between the best fits of those galaxies better
modeled with and without a MIR AGN.
3.2.4. AGN
Approximately two-thirds (15/22) of our sample was better
fit with the inclusion of a MIR AGN component. Lutz et al.
18 The Bell et al. (2003) relations assume a different initial mass function
than MAGPHYS, but the effect on the mass calculated is small (< 1% differ-
ence).
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Figure 5. The S5.8µm/S3.6µm versus S8.0µm/S4.5µm IRAC colors
with the AGN-dominated region defined by Lacy et al. (2004) shown in light
gray. AGNs with X-ray (2–10 keV) luminosities (which defines the color of
the points) all fall within the “Lacy” wedge. However, not all MIR AGNs
(squares) do.
(2004) found a correlation between 6µm and 2–10 keV fluxes
and luminosities (see also Goulding et al. 2011). In Figure 4,
we find that our galaxies broadly fall along this correlation,
despite our AGN being typically weaker than those looked
at by Lutz et al. (2004). Those galaxies whose SEDs do not
require a MIR AGN have the lowest hard X-ray flux. This test
bolsters the dependability of our SED decomposition.
We also examine the IRAC colors of our galaxies in Figure
5. Only fifteen galaxies were observed with all four bands
of IRAC, but we find that those galaxies with the most X-ray
luminous AGN all fall within the region identified by Lacy
et al. (2004) as AGN-dominated. Four galaxies whose SEDs
are best fit with a MIR AGN fall outside this wedge, but these
are amongst the weakest in our sample in both their X-ray and
IR emission associated with an AGN.
3.3. Caveats
We discuss individual peculiarities of each galaxy in Ap-
pendix A, but there several common caveats, which we dis-
cuss below.
3.3.1. MIR Spectral Variations
MAGPHYS includes a PAH component via the use of a tem-
plate based on the spectrum of the star-forming region M17
SW (Madden et al. 2006; da Cunha et al. 2008). There-
fore, it assumes a particular ratio between the different PAH
lines, which is kept fixed. For example, this template has a
7.7µm/11.3µm ratio of ∼ 3.9.19 In our sample, that ratio
ranges from 0.73–5.0 with a median value of 2.3 (Ogle et al.
2010). This difference in ratios may explain fit discrepan-
cies in IRAC 8µm and WISE 12µm bands (e.g., the fits of
3C 218 and 3C 386 show an excess of modeled PAH emis-
sion in the long-wavelength IRAC bands.) However, the PAH
19 Based on a PAHFIT (Smith et al. 2007) fit of the template.
Figure 6. Molecular gas mass (calculated with a common XCO = 2 ×
1020 cm−2 (Kkm s−1)−1) compared to the dust mass derived from the
SED fits. Most of our galaxies have normal GDRs, although 3C 293 has a
particularly high ratio (Lanz et al. 2015; Papadopoulos et al. 2008 has sug-
gested its CO emission is enhanced by shocks). Darker symbols have more
reliable dust masses. 3C 270 and 3C 272.1, in particular, should be used with
caution. For comparison, we show the MOHEG NGC 4258 (red star) dis-
cussed by Ogle et al. (2014).
component contributes very little to the dust mass (da Cunha
et al. 2008 estimates it contributes at most a few percent), and
the SFR is primarily influenced by the UV and FIR emission.
Therefore, the uncertainty introduced by this fixed PAH ratio
has little impact on the final estimated SFRs and dust masses.
Similarly, the spectra of our galaxies (Ogle et al. 2010) show
a range of silicate emission and absorption at 10µm, which is
not taken into account in our fitting. However, like the PAH
features, this spectral component will not greatly affect the
SFRs and dust masses we derive.
3.3.2. FIR Excess
Several of our galaxies show excess emission over the
Rayleigh-Jeans tail of the MAGPHYS dust continuum, likely
due to one of two causes. First, since our sample consists
of radio galaxies, we would not be surprised to detect syn-
chrotron emission, possibly even at wavelengths observed
with Herschel. However, analysis of one of these SEDs
(3C 84) by Leipski et al. (2009) concluded that there was little
synchrotron contribution to the FIR emission. Second, these
galaxies could contain additional dust cooler than the 15 K
limit of MAGPHYS. MAGPHYS does not currently contain ei-
ther a synchrotron component or another cooler dust compo-
nent, and adding a new component would require generating
many new models. The good agreement between our SED-
derived SFRs and the 70µm SFR (where this excess is not
present), as well as the good match of our fits to the FIR peaks,
suggests that the impact of this unmodeled component is un-
likely to have a significant impact on our SFR. There may be
a more important impact on the dust mass, as a cold compo-
nent could contribute significant additional mass. However,
an increase in dust mass would only strengthen the results we
discuss in §4.2.
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Figure 7. Comparison of galaxy and feedback properties: H2 lumi-
nosity from IRS (erg s−1) in the S(0)–S(3) lines; SFR from MAGPHYS
(M yr−1); cold molecular mass calculated from the dust mass (M);
diffuse X-ray luminosity (erg s−1) in the 0.5–8 keV band; and jet power
(erg s−1). Blue symbols have significant correlations (p < 0.01) and yel-
low symbols indicate suggestive correlations (p < 0.05), calculated based
on darker symbols that have more secure parameter values.
3.3.3. Limited SED Coverage
A minority of our galaxies have limited FIR coverage.
Three were not observed with Herschel. In the case of 3C 293,
the combination of MIPS and IRAS photometry yields a good
fit, but for 3C 270 only two of these bands are detected. Its
SED, as well as that of 3C 272.1, are not well fit in the FIR,
so their parameters are used with caution. 3C 338 and 3C 310
were both observed with Herschel, but were either not de-
tected or their FIR emission could not be disentangled from
those of close companions that appear to dominate at these
wavelengths. Since 3C 310 has one FIR data point, we use its
derived parameters with caution, but given the complete lack
of photometric detections of 3C 338 at λ >30µm, we con-
sider its derived SFR, dust mass, and dust luminosities to be
upper limits.
In the UV regime, only one galaxy, 3C 315, has no data.
However, five others only have upper limits (although these
are used to restrict the fits). PKS 1549-79 has a well de-
fined SED in the IR, but only has one (literature-derived) UV–
optical data point. 3C 424 likewise has a poorly sampled SED
overall, so its parameters should be treated with caution and
have large uncertainties associated with them.
The parameters associated with these fits are more uncer-
tain than those from better sampled SEDs. Therefore, in the
figures that follow, we indicate them with lighter symbols to
guide the reader in determining which data points are more
reliable.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. ISM Properties
Given the uncertainty in the conversion factor from CO lu-
minosity to molecular gas mass, we assume a common XCO
(2 × 1020 cm−2 (K km s−1)−1; Bolatto et al. 2013) to calcu-
late the gas mass in all the galaxies for which literature CO
observations exist (Table 2). Figure 6 compares this gas mass
to the dust mass we derive from the SED fits. Most of our
galaxies have gas-to-dust ratios (GDRs) within a factor of a
few of the typical ratio found in the Milky Way (∼ 100). The
most extreme ratio is found in 3C 293 (∼ 103; Lanz et al.
2015). Higher excitation CO lines have been measured in that
galaxy (Papadopoulos et al. 2008), whose spectral line energy
distribution (SLED) is consistent with shock-excitation. As
a result, the assumed XCO could be too high, as this galaxy
could emit more CO per amount of molecular mass than a
galaxy whose CO is not shocked. Papadopoulos et al. (2010)
further argued that the effect of shock-induced turbulent heat-
ing would have a much larger effect on the gas phase than on
the dust phase. Similarly a high GDR was seen in the inner re-
gions of NGC 4258, shown for comparison in Figure 6, where
warm H2 was mapped along the axis of the radio jet (Ogle
et al. 2014).
Based on Figure 6, however, such an apparently high GDR
does not appear to be a common property of all radio MO-
HEGs. 3C 293 is not clearly peculiar in the parameters we
have examined. It lies in the middle of the range of both
galaxy parameters (e.g. SFR, stellar mass, and dust mass)
and feedback-associated parameters (e.g. jet power, H2 lu-
minosity, and diffuse X-ray luminosity), and like many of
our sample, it has a companion. It is therefore difficult to
identify the cause of the particularly large shock-excitation in
3C 293, although the relative geometry of the jet and molecu-
lar gas distribution may play a role. Further exploration of the
CO SLED of the full sample would also provide greater in-
sight into whether any others also show indications of shock-
excitation in the higher CO lines.
We also examine whether galaxy properties, including ISM
properties such as GDR and gas fraction, correlate with prop-
erties potentially related to jet feedback, such as the diffuse
X-ray luminosity (which may be powered by dissipation of
mechanical energy of the jet into the ISM) and the jet power.
We show in Figure 7 the subset that shows significant or sug-
gestive correlations, as calculated with the Spearman’s rank
correlation statistic20 (Press et al. 1986). We do not find sig-
nificant correlations for either the GDR or the gas fraction,
except with H2 luminosity, which is likely due to the strong
correlations of all three of these parameters with the gas mass
(Fig. 7b). We also do not find that the fitted cold dust temper-
ature correlates with any other galaxy property.
This sample was selected in part based on the presence of
H2 emission in the purely rotational 0–0 lines in the MIR,
so our galaxies all contain significant warm molecular emis-
sion. Table 2 gives the luminosities of this component, mea-
sured in the S(0)28.2µm–S(3)9.66µm lines, which ranges
from 7 × 1038 − 8 × 1042 erg s−1. For most of our galax-
ies, the bulk of this gas is at ∼ 100K and comprised between
5% and 80% of the molecular reservoir (see also Ogle et al.
2010). We do not find correlations between the fraction of
gas in the warm component and proxies of jet feedback. Fig.
7a shows that the L(H2)–SFR parameter space not excluded
by the MOHEG criterion is approximately uniformly covered
by our galaxies, suggesting that the correlation is a selection
effect. In contrast, the correlations of L(H2) with jet power
(Fig. 7d, p ∼ 0.008) and diffuse X-ray luminosity (Fig. 7c,
p ∼ 0.027; see also Lanz et al. 2015) supports the interpre-
tation that these two luminosities are powered by the dissipa-
20 We used the r correlate routine in IDL. A p-value less than 0.05 is sug-
gestive; when p-values are less than 0.01 the correlation is more significant.
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Figure 8. Surface density of star formation compared to surface density of molecular gas (K–S diagrams; Kennicutt 1998; the solid line is the K-S relation)
calculated (a) from CO luminosity assuming a common XCO (2 × 1020 cm−2 (Kkm s−1)−1), (b) for the total (cold as in a + warm) molecular gas, or (c) a
common GDR. The lower limits on total gas surface density are for those galaxies that have not been observed in CO. For comparison, the underlying grayscale
contours show the typical extent of normal galaxies (spirals from Kennicutt 1998 and Fisher et al. 2013, CO-detected ETGs from Davis et al. 2014, and the
Shi et al. 2011 galaxies). We find that MOHEGs tend to fall on the suppressed side of the typical relation, but only three (3C 31, 3C 236, and Mrk 668) have
suppressions greater than a factor of ten in all three K-S plots (3C 436 unfortunately does not have CO data). Darker symbols have more reliable SFRs and dust
masses.
Figure 9. Histograms comparing the distributions of offsets from the K–S relation (a, b) in Figure 8 and the depletion times of the molecular reservoir (c). The
dashed line shows the median of each sample. In the lower three rows, the filled histograms correspond to the darker symbols of Figure 8, whose SFR and dust
mass are more reliable. These histograms show that the median offset (or depletion time) is typically larger (by about a factor of two) when molecular mass are
calculated from CO luminosity than from dust mass; adding the warm gas mass further increases the offset. The dust-mass based values have a smaller dispersion
and more clearly show an overall shift to lower SFR.
tion of the jet’s mechanical energy into the ISM. We do not
find correlation between the H2/PAH ratio and either galaxy
or feedback properties, suggesting that while this ratio is in-
dicative of shocked gas, it may not be a good proxy for the
strength of jet feedback.
4.2. Star Formation Suppression in Radio MOHEGs
To account for the uncertainty in XCO factor and the in-
complete availability of molecular observations of our sam-
ple, we calculate molecular gas masses and surface densi-
ties as well as the associated depletion times in three differ-
ent ways: (1) from the CO luminosity assuming a common
XCO as described earlier, (2) from the sum of the CO-derived
cold molecular mass (i.e. method 1) and the warm molec-
ular mass calculated by Ogle et al. (2010) or Guillard et al.
(2012), and (3) from the dust mass assuming a common GDR
of 100 (which Fig. 6 shows to be a reasonable estimate). In
Figure 8, we plot all three derived molecular surface densi-
ties against the surface density of star formation on the K–S
(Kennicutt 1998) diagram, compared to the relation found by
those authors of ΣSFR ∝ Σ1.4gas. For comparison, we also show
contours of normal galaxies from Kennicutt (1998), Fisher
et al. (2013), and Shi et al. (2011) and CO-detected ETGs
from Davis et al. (2014), whose gas masses and SFRs have
been corrected to assume the sameXCO and initial mass func-
tion as our measurements. These galaxies largely have SFRs
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within a factor of ten of the predicted value from the K–S re-
lation.
We find that the K–S diagrams show a tendency for ra-
dio MOHEGs to lie below the K–S relation. When assum-
ing a common XCO, the observed star formation suppres-
sion appears larger, with a clustering around a suppression
of SFR by a factor of ten. However, the scatter is fairly
large, and particularly at low molecular surface densities (e.g.
. 30 M pc−2), what remains of our sample would appear
to be in agreement with normal galaxies. Since the cooling
timescale of warm H2 is short (104 years; Guillard et al. 2009)
and this gas mass may therefore be quickly available to form
stars, we also placed our galaxies on the K–S diagram using
the total gas mass (both cold from CO luminosity and warm
from IRS observations; Fig. 8b). The primary effect is to
increase the gas mass and the derived star formation suppres-
sion.
Since our sample was selected to have indications of jet-
driven turbulence in the ISM, we might imagine that some (or
all) of these galaxies could likewise have CO further excited
by the warm, turbulent medium, perhaps resulting in more CO
emission on average per mass of molecular gas. Therefore, we
also place galaxies on the K–S diagram using a gas mass cal-
culated from the dust mass assuming a common GDR (Fig.
8c). We find a smaller scatter with the bulk of our sample
falling between the K–S relation and a suppression of SFR by
a factor of ten (within the wings of the comparison sample of
normal galaxies). However, given that most of our galaxies
cluster around a normal GDR (e.g., Sandstrom et al. 2013)
when assuming a typical relation between CO luminosity and
molecular mass, the offset we see for many of these galaxies
is unlikely to be purely explained by the use of an inaccurate
XCO. To test this effect, however, we examine the signif-
icance of offsets both for the complete sample and without
including those galaxies with GDR larger or smaller than typ-
ical by a factor of five.
Figure 9 shows histograms of the offsets from the K–S rela-
tion in both axes for each sample, quantifying the tendencies
we have described above. When assuming XCO (cold gas
only), we find offsets of factors of ∼3 and ∼6 in surface den-
sity of molecular gas and SFR, respectively, with scatters of
0.85 and 1.2 dex. Adding the warm component to the molec-
ular reservoir, drives the median offsets to large factors of ∼8
and ∼18, although these medians do not taken into account
the numerous limits. If we only look at the subset of galax-
ies with the normal GDR, the median offsets change little; if
we require the GDR to be even closer to normal GDR, the
median offsets become further different from the comparison
population. Finally, the median offsets are smaller with com-
mon GDR (factors of ∼2 and ∼3), but the scatter is smaller
(0.75 and 1.0 dex). The GDR histograms show that our sam-
ple has a large fraction with only slight suppression but with
a long tail.
We calculate the Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney (WMW)21 and
Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS)22 statistics, comparing our sam-
ples to the normal galaxies. Comparing the cold XCO set
with the normal galaxies, both statistics find a suggestive in-
dication that the samples do not come from a common parent
distribution (WMW: p = 0.044; KS: p = 0.0090). There
are too few galaxies with accurate total (cold+warm) molec-
ular masses for the WMW statistics to provide a meaning-
21 IDL routine RS TEST
22 IDL routine kstwo
Figure 10. Surface density of star formation compared to surface density
of molecular gas and stellar mass (extended Schmidt law; Shi et al. 2011).
For comparison, the small black symbols show the Shi et al. (2011) galaxies.
Radio MOHEGs lie below the Shi relation, which may also be due to their
hosts being ETGs, although the lenticular ETGs looked at by Shi et al. (2011,
crosses) have higher sSFRs (Fig. 11). Darker symbols have more reliable
SFRs and dust masses.
ful assessment, but the KS statistics shows, as expected, a
greater departure from the distribution of the normal galaxies
(p = 0.0022). As with the median comparisons, if we ex-
clude those galaxies with GDRs that deviate from typical, we
still find statistical differences compared to the normal galax-
ies (WMW: p = 0.03; KS: p = 0.004− 0.02). For the larger
GDR set, the WMW shows a significant difference from the
normal galaxies (p = 0.00054), while the KS statistic is only
suggestive (p = 0.0064). If we increase the assumed radius
where we do not know the molecular extent to 2 kpc, the sig-
nificance decreases but is still suggestive (WMW: p = 0.016;
KS: p = 0.06).
Three galaxies show consistent suppression by more than
a factor of ten in all three K–S plots. While 3C 31 is fairly
consistent in its position, 3C 236 shows a suppression (a fac-
tor of ∼ 20) based on its CO-derived cold molecular mass,
but it has a low GDR, so when a common GDR is assumed,
it is pushed past a factor of 200. The extent of the molecular
disk in the third galaxies, Mrk 668, is currently unknown. As-
suming a typical radius of 1 kpc, its SFR is suppressed by a
factor of 30–95. As the arrow on Figure 8c shows, a change in
the assumed radius does not quite move galaxies purely along
the K–S relation. Instead, an increase in radius also acts to
reduce any suppression observed. For Mrk 668, we calculate
it would need a molecular disk of radius ≥ 3.6 kpc to bring it
back in the range of normal galaxies (i.e. within a factor of 10
of the K–S relation) in the most conservative mass estimate,
on the edge of the range of radii (1–4 kpc) found by Davis
et al. (2013) for CO-emitting ETGs, suggesting this galaxy is
likely to have a large degree of suppression.
3C 436, which has not been observed in CO, has a surface
density of star formation and molecular gas that suggest a star
formation suppression by a factor of ∼ 30, requiring a disk
with a radius of 4.2 kpc to bring 3C 436 within a factor of
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Figure 11. Histograms comparing the distributions of offsets (a, b) in Figure 10, as well as the sSFR (c). The dashed line shows the median of each sample.
For the Shi et al. (2011) galaxies, we also highlight the ETGs with the black, hashed histograms. In the lower row, the filled histograms correspond to the darker
symbols of Figure 10, whose SFR, dust mass, and stellar mass are more reliable. Our galaxies have a similar distribution to the Shi ETGs, but their sSFR are
noticeably smaller than those of the Shi sample.
Figure 12. Radio MOHEGs with (yellow points) and without (green points) MIR AGNs (based on the SED fit) are compared in to ERGs (red contours) and
LTGs (blue contours) galaxies from the Galaxy Zoo (Lintott et al. 2008; Alatalo et al. 2014; Schawinski et al. 2014), in the WISE [4.6]–[12] color vs. (a) u-r
color, (b) WISE [3.4]–[4.6] color, and (c) stellar mass. The presence of a MIR AGN tends to push galaxies to a higher [4.6]–[12] color. Our galaxies show a wide
range of optical colors, likely the result of a variety of dust content. In WISE color-color space, radio MOHEGs have little overlap with Galaxy Zoo galaxies,
instead falling into a region primarily occupied by AGNs (Stern et al. 2012). The color–mass diagram shows that our sample galaxies are typically more massive
than the Galaxy Zoo galaxies.
10 of K–S (i.e. the range of normal galaxies). Its sizable
warm molecular content also positions 3C 436 significantly
away from the K–S relation (Fig. 8b), further supporting the
presence of significant star formation suppression in this sys-
tem. In contrast, 3C 310 (likewise unobserved in CO) lies
almost on the K–S relation when using the dust mass to es-
timate the molecular reservoir; however, its warm molecular
gas mass suggests it could be suppressed in star formation by
over a factor of 10.
While the galaxies described above often shift in position
along the horizontal axis between the different K–S plots, they
still generally suggest a consistent shift toward suppressed
star formation that cannot be fully explained by the peculiari-
ties of the individual systems. The only galaxy in our sample
where the apparently significant star formation suppression
(by a factor of ∼ 30 in Fig. 8a) can be attributed to an in-
accurate XCO factor is 3C 293, which exhibits a very large
GDR of ∼ 1000. In contrast to many in this sample, its CO
SLED has been well-mapped to high-J CO lines, and it has a
particular shape indicating a strong shock-excited component
that may be driving its high CO luminosity (see Papadopoulos
et al. 2008). Indeed, when we assume a normal GDR, it lies on
the K–S relation. As noted in the previous section, however,
3C 293 does not show peculiarities in the other properties we
have examined in this study, so the cause of its particular ISM
state remains uncertain.
In Figure 9c, we compare the depletion times of the molec-
ular reservoir (τ = MH2/SFR) of our reference galaxies and
for our sample based on our three estimates of the molecu-
lar content. Normal galaxies have a median depletion time of
∼1 Gyr (consistent with the findings of Leroy et al. 2008) ex-
tending out to 0.1 and 10 Gyr, with only 2.4% of the sample
with depletion times greater than 10 Gyr. In contrast, the me-
dian depletion times of radio MOHEGs are 2 Gyr (common
GDR), 4 Gyr (common XCO – cold only), and 6 Gyr (com-
mon XCO – cold + warm), with 10-30% of the sample with
depletion times greater than 10 Gyr. WMW and KS statistics
are suggestive that the XCO (cold only: p = 0.015; 0.023),
XCO (cold+warm: KS p = 0.064), and GDR (p = 0.0047;
0.028) samples have a different distribution of depletion times
from the normal galaxies.
Reassuringly, both statistics indicate that our three samples
originate from the same distribution. Further, the KS statistic
indicates that those galaxies with a normal GDR could come
from the same distribution as those whose GDRs deviate.
Since the three methods of calculating molecular mass yield
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Figure 13. The galaxy mass–SFR relation of our galaxies compared with a large sample of SDSS galaxies (gray contours; Chang et al. 2015), whose SFRs and
stellar masses were likewise determined with MAGPHYS, showing the “star formation main sequence” with a tail at the high mass and low SFR of ETGs. The
blue dashed line show the main sequence at z ∼ 0 (Elbaz et al. 2007). Our points are colored by their common GDR depletion times (a) and gas-richness (b)
with squares having more reliable SFRs. Radio MOHEGs cover a large fraction of the parameter space, although many fall in the ETG tail. Our ULIRGs are
found above the main sequence. Depletion time does not clearly correlate with position relative to the main sequence, but gas-poor galaxies tend to fall further
off the main sequence. For comparison, we show high redshift radio MOHEG, the Spiderweb Galaxy, along with its associated main sequence at z ∼ 2 (Daddi
et al. 2007).
qualitatively similar and quantitatively consistent results, we
will use molecular gas masses derived from dust masses for
the remainder of the paper, since this method also provides
the masses for all our radio galaxies.
Shi et al. (2011) suggested that stellar mass might also play
a role in the regulation of the star formation efficiency and
found a tight relation between star formation efficiency and
stellar mass surface density that extended the K–S relation to
galaxies that the K–S law had previously been unable to ex-
plain, including low surface brightness galaxies. Specifically,
while the K–S relation can be re-cast as free fall in a gas-
dominated gravitational potential, they argue that the stellar
contribution to the gravitational potential can also be impor-
tant, although they also considered that stellar mass (and its
surface density) may be a proxy for more complex physics
such as the impact of the kinetic and radiative energy dumped
into the ISM by stars.
In Figure 10, we investigate where our sample falls on their
“extended Schmidt law.” As in the K–S plots, we find that our
sample tends to fall below the Shi relation, indicating that the
suppression we observe in the K–S plots cannot simply be at-
tributed to galaxy types where the K–S might fail. The offsets
between our sample and the Shi galaxies are shown in Figure
11ab, where we also indicate the distribution of the ETGs over
the whole Shi sample. The ETGs in the Shi sample (crosses)
broadly fall on their relation, although they too tend to be a
bit below the relation (with a median SFR surface density a
factor of ∼2 lower than total sample) and have a suggestive
statistical difference with late-type galaxies (LTGs) of the Shi
sample (WMW: p = 0.017; KS: p = 0.0096). Our galax-
ies are statistically different from the whole Shi et al. sample
(WMW: p = 0.0030; KS: p = 0.0092), but cannot be distin-
guished from the Shi ETGs.
The Shi et al. ETGs, however, tend to be primarily lentic-
ulars, while our sample is dominated by ellipticals. The tur-
bulence injected into the gas reservoir of radio MOHEGs is
likely to further disperse their ISM from a disk into a larger
volume. As a result, for these galaxies, the volume density of
gas may be more important for determining the star formation
efficiency in the case when the gas is not distributed in a disk.
For example, some of our galaxies (e.g. 3C 84) have substan-
tial gas contents in filamentary distributions that are poorly
modeled as a disk.
Figure 11c compares the specific SFRs (sSFRs). The Shi
et al. (2011) galaxies typically have sSFR of 10−9.23 yr−1,
with an even higher median for the ETGs of 10−9.06 yr−1.
In contrast, over 90% of our sample have sSFR be-
low 10−10 yr−1 with a median sSFR of 10−11.41 yr−1.
WMW and KS statistics find very significant differences
(p << 0.001) between the distributions of the sSFRs of our
sample compared to the Shi sample, even if we restrict our
comparison to the Shi ETGs.
In short, we find statistical differences between the star for-
mation efficiency and sSFR in our galaxies compared to nor-
mal galaxies in the several comparisons based on different
estimates of the molecular reservoir. Our galaxies typically
form stars less efficiently than normal galaxies with a sup-
pression that cannot be explained by their stellar mass dis-
tribution or excitation of the CO gas resulting in a general
over-estimation of the molecular gas mass.
Since we find an overall suppression in star formation, we
investigated whether the degree of suppression correlates with
galaxy or feedback properties. We parameterize the degree of
suppression in two ways: the molecular gas depletion time
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and the ratio of the expected SFR (if the molecular gas was
forming stars as efficiently as predicted by the K–S relation)
to the observed SFR. We do not find significant correlations
between these values and gas mass, gas fraction, warm H2
luminosity, AGN luminosity, or jet power, suggesting that the
relationship between feedback and the degree of suppression
is complex and neither process is primarily dependent on or
reflected in a single galaxy property.
4.3. Radio MOHEGs in Galaxy Evolution
In Figure 12, we plot our galaxies on color–color and color–
mass diagrams presented in Alatalo et al. (2014). Radio MO-
HEGs span a large range of optical and IR colors and are typ-
ically more massive than the underlying Galaxy Zoo distri-
butions shown for comparison (Lintott et al. 2008; Schaw-
inski et al. 2014). MOHEGs also tend to be dustier and
more gas-rich than less active ETGs, yielding bluer optical
colors and larger [4.6]–[12] colors. Our sample also has
larger [3.4]–[4.6] colors compared to the Galaxy Zoo galax-
ies, likely driven by AGN contributions, since MOHEGs with
MIR AGNs tend to have particularly larger WISE colors since
the AGN contributes more strongly to the longer wavelength
of each color.
Few of our galaxies fall into the optical “green valley” or the
IR transition zone (IRTZ), typically crossed as galaxies transi-
tion from blue actively star-forming galaxies to red-and-dead
systems. The five that fall into the IRTZ have minimal AGN
contributions and are also the most gas-poor of our sample.
We do not find correlations between any of the three colors
and measures of star formation suppression.
Figure 13 compares the SFRs and stellar masses of our
galaxies (colored according to their depletion times and gas-
richness) to those of a large sample of SDSS galaxies whose
properties were calculated from MAGPHYS (Chang et al.
2015). The contours show the star formation main sequence
(Elbaz et al. 2007; Wuyts et al. 2011) with a tail toward large
masses and low SFRs where red-and-dead ETGs are typically
found. Radio MOHEGs are found primarily below the main
sequence, but they range across more than three orders of
magnitude of SFR, indicating that they exist in hosts at a va-
riety of evolutionary stages.
Alatalo et al. (2015a) found a trend between depletion time
and distance from the star formation main sequence for Hick-
son Compact Group (HCG) galaxies showing star formation
suppression. In contrast, Radio MOHEGs are much more di-
verse. While those with longer depletion times lie well be-
low the main sequence, those with the shorter depletion times
are found both above and below the main sequence, sug-
gesting that the subset with short depletion times is a mix
of two populations: gas-rich galaxies with high SFRs (e.g.
3C 459, PKS 1549-79) and gas-poor galaxies with low SFRs
(e.g. 3C 317, 3C 270). These two groups could also be a sin-
gle population caught at different evolutionary stages. Radio
MOHEGs are therefore likely to be be found in galaxies with
a greater variety of gas-richness than the relative homogene-
ity of HCGs. We find a correlation between gas-richness and
distance from the star formation main sequence (Fig. 13b).
For comparison, we also shown in Figure 13 the Spiderweb
galaxy (PKS1138-26; Ogle et al. 2012), a much higher red-
shift (z = 2.16) MOHEG, which is a strong radio source in
an unvirialized proto-cluster. It has a particularly large reser-
voir of warm molecular gas (eight times more massive than
lower redshift radio galaxies), but with a depletion time simi-
lar to the ULIRGs 3C 459 and PKS1549-79. However, it has a
Figure 14. Change in the time it would take to double the stellar mass and
deplete the molecular reservoir at the current SFR from the times assuming
star formation at the efficiency predicted by the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation to
the times based on the observed SFR (arrow head), colored by gas richness.
Longer arrows are more suppressed galaxies. Gas-poor galaxies show little
change and have doubling times much longer than a Hubble time (dotted
line). Very gas-rich galaxies also change little, with depletion and doubling
times much smaller than a Hubble time. Galaxies with intermediate gas-
richness tend to show the largest increases in times and are most likely to feel
significant impacts on their evolution due to suppression of star formation
activity.
lower gas-richness than these ULIRGs and instead lies close
to the main sequence at its redshift, making it a more mas-
sive, earlier analog to the radio galaxies just below the main
sequence.
4.4. When is Star Formation Suppression Important?
Given the mass of our galaxies and their low sSFRs (Fig.
11c), it is pertinent to ask whether the suppression of star
formation in these systems will have a significant effect on
the evolution of these galaxies. To that end, we compare the
time it would take to double the stellar mass of the galaxy
and deplete the molecular reservoir to the time it would take
if the galaxies were forming stars at the efficiency predicted
by the K–S relation based on their molecular content (Fig.
14). In calculating these timescales, we assume that the SFRs
remain at the observed and calculated (based on the current
molecular content) rates, although the SFRs would likely de-
crease as raw materials are depleted, thereby increasing both
timescales.
The most gas-poor galaxies tend to have the longest dou-
bling times because they have so little raw material out of
which to form new stars and therefore the evolution of their
stellar mass is little changed by a decreased SFR due to sup-
pression. These galaxies are well on their way to being red-
and-dead and are the galaxies we find in (or close to) the IRTZ
and green valley (Fig. 12).
On the other side of the gas-richness spectrum, our most
gas-rich galaxies have such large molecular reservoirs that in-
jecting turbulence into their ISM still leaves a sizable portion
of their molecular gas in a state where star formation can oc-
cur at (or close to) normal efficiency. Therefore, the star for-
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mation suppression will have a smaller effect on the evolution
of these galaxies.
About a third of our galaxies show significant suppression
that has the greatest potential to affect their future stellar mass.
They tend to have intermediate gas-richness and, at the SFR
predicted by K–S, five of them would have doubled their stel-
lar mass in less than a Hubble time. However, the turbulence
injected into their ISM due to jet feedback has likely rendered
their molecular gas infertile and thereby sizably increased the
time to grow their stellar mass significantly. These galax-
ies would however expend their molecular reservoirs prior to
doubling their stellar mass unless additional gas were to be
accreted. Understanding the gas budget would require a bet-
ter census of the available reservoirs of gas in the environ-
ment that could be accreted either through mergers or via gas
flows. Further study of the molecular and neutral content of
the inter-galactic medium as well as of the companion galax-
ies is needed to better understand the additional gas that may
become available to these galaxies.
Outflows can also reduce star forming activity by stripping
galaxies of the necessary raw materials. Many of our galaxies
are known to have jet-driven outflows, in multiple gas phases
including molecular (e.g., IC 5063 Morganti et al. 2015), ion-
ized (e.g., 3C 293 Emonts et al. 2005), and neutral (see Guil-
lard et al. 2012, for the eight galaxies from our sample with
HI outflows). While these outflows can have mass fluxes as
high as 10-100 sM yr−1, only a small fraction of this mass
is likely to fully escape the gravitational pull of the galaxy
(e.g., Alatalo et al. 2015b), leaving the rest to potentially rain
back onto the galaxy and reignite star formation or AGN ac-
tivity. The relative importance of these outflows and the star
formation suppression due to the injected turbulence on the
evolution of galaxies is still poorly understood. A complete
census of the different phases of the ISM in these galaxies and
their kinematics would provide key clues with regards to loss
of star-forming potential due to outflows compared to injected
turbulence.
5. CONCLUSION
We modeled the UV–FIR SEDs of 22 radio galaxies with
shocked warm molecular emission identified with Spitzer IRS
and derived properties of the host galaxies to examine the im-
pact of jet feedback. Figures A1-A14 show the UV–FIR im-
ages and fitted SEDs. The parameters derived from fitting
these SEDs are consistent with parameters estimated via sim-
pler relations relying on only one or a few bands. Based on the
properties of these galaxies, our conclusions are as follows.
1. We find statistical evidence that star formation activ-
ity in radio MOHEGs has been suppressed by a fac-
tor of 3–6 compared to normal, star-forming galaxies,
depending on whether we calculate molecular content
based on dust mass or CO luminosity. Adding the warm
molecular gas to our calculation of the molecular reser-
voir increases the suppression we measure. We do not,
however, find a clear correlation between degree of star
formation suppression and indicators of jet feedback,
including jet power and shocked warm molecular lumi-
nosity.
2. Radio MOHEG hosts are typically massive, but in a va-
riety of evolutionary states, covering a large range of
optical and MIR colors, indicating a variety of dust con-
tent and MIR AGN contributions. These galaxies have
normal cold molecular GDRs when assuming a typical
XCO.
3. While this sample of radio MOHEGs primarily has
early-type morphologies, it covers almost four orders
of magnitude of SFR, including several LIRGs and
ULIRGs. As a result, radio MOHEGs cover a large
range of the SFR–Mstar space, but are primarily found
in the high-mass, low-SFR tail of the star formation
main sequence. Gas-rich galaxies tend to be above or
near the main sequence, while gas-poor galaxies fall the
farthest off of it.
4. Galaxies with an intermediate gas-richness have the
greatest potential for large impacts on their future evo-
lution through suppression of star formation by jet-
driven turbulence. At least 25% of our sample will
have smaller stellar masses when their star formation
ends than if they had continued forming stars at the ef-
ficiency of normal star-forming galaxies. Further study
is necessary to understand the impact of both gas accre-
tion and gas loss due to outflows.
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APPENDIX
A. IMAGING AND SED DETAILS
This appendix contains UV, optical or NIR, MIR, and FIR images of each of our galaxies (Figures A1-A6). We preferentially
show SDSS images for the optical morphology, but use 2MASS in its absence. Similarly, we show WISE images only in the
absence of IRAC imaging, and MIPS only in the absence of Herschel imaging. The optical or NIR image also contains the
extraction aperture used as well as the exclusion regions placed on foreground objects or companion galaxies (see §2.2.6 for
discussion on how these were determined).
Details of the observational parameters for all the images on which we measured photometry are given in Table A1, including
an observation ID, the (mean) observation date, and the exposure time. For PACS observations, we note which bands were
observed, while for MIPS observations we note which bands we opted to use. This is described in more detail in §2.2.5. The
measured photometry, as well as the additional photometry culled from the literature or IRS enhanced products is given in Table
A2.
The SEDs constructed from these photometry are shown in Figures A7-A14. For all galaxies, we tried fits both with and
without an AGN component. However, we only show the AGN component if it improves the fit. For those galaxies where the
fit is improved, we show both the best fit with and without an AGN component. The fitting process is described in §3, along
with some caveats. We note specific concerns with regards to particular galaxies in the comments below. In addition to the fitted
SEDs, we show the PDFs for six parameters from the MAGPHYS fits, again showing the results for both the best and non-AGN
fits when an AGN component improves the fit.
A1. Comments on Individual Galaxies
3C 31: The top panel of Figure A1 shows that 3C 31 (NGC 383) has a close companion (NGC 382). Due to the relative proximity
of 3C 31, these galaxies can be disentangled even at the resolution of SPIRE 500µm. Emission from its jet was previously
detected by Lanz et al. (2011) at IRAC wavelengths but the contribution to the integrated SED is very small. A modest AGN
contribution improves the SED fit (Figure A7), particularly in the FIR. Its IR spectrum has a normal PAH ratio but it has a silicate
absorption feature that we do not model (Ogle et al. 2010).
3C 84: The brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) of the Perseus cluster, 3C 84 (NGC 1275) has significant filamentary structure in the
UV (Figure A1). Its MIR (e.g. IRAC 8µm) and FIR are dominated by the central region, although the PACS images may show
some extended emission, particularly toward the northwest. Its SED (Fig. A7) shows significant MIR emission attributed to an
AGN, which significantly improves the fit, as evidenced by the tighter PDFs, although we do not model the silicate emission at
10µm (Ogle et al. 2010). The IR luminosity of its host galaxy indicates that it is a LIRG. However, the SPIRE bands, especially
at 500µm, show excess over the expected Rayleigh-Jeans dust emission, which is possibly due to synchrotron emission in this
strong radio source. However, the SED analysis of Leipski et al. (2009) concluded that there was little synchrotron contribution
to the MIR/FIR bump. It is one of three galaxies whose molecular mass is estimated from a CO(2–1) observation.
3C 218: 3C 218 (Hydra A) is the BCG of the Abell 780 cluster. It was not observed by SDSS, but we found B and V in the
literature, and it was only observed in two IRAC bands. In addition to a small nearby companion visible in the 2MASS and
IRAC images, but contributing little at UV and FIR wavelengths, there is another galaxy ∼ 30′′ to the south–east, which is
bright in the UV, MIR, and FIR. At PACS wavelengths, there exists a possible dusty bridge between these two galaxies. At the
resolution of SPIRE 500µm, these sources begin to blend, so that photometry should be used with caution. Additionally, the
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longer-wavelength SPIRE bands show possible synchrotron contamination similar to 3C 84. A MIR AGN component did little
to improve the fit of this SED (Fig. A7), which is generally well fit by MAGPHYS, which is consistent with its star formation-
dominated IRS spectrum (Ogle et al. 2010). Its CO observations were performed with a single dish telescope (IRAM 30m), so
the extent of its molecular disk was not determined. We therefore estimate the extent of its star-forming/molecular disk for the
extent of its 8µm (i.e. PAH) emission.
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Figure A1. 3C 31, 3C 84, 3C 218, and 3C 236 (from top to bottom) as observed by (from left to right) (1) GALEX (NUV in yellow; FUV in blue), (2) SDSS or
2MASS (g/J in blue, r/H in green, and i/Ks in red), (3) IRAC or WISE (3.6µm/3.4µm in blue, 4.5µm/4.6µm in green, and 8.0µm/12.0µm in red), and
(4) Herschel (PACS70µm/100µm in blue, PACS160µm in green, and SPIRE 250µm in red) or MIPS (24µm in blue, 70µm in green, and 160µm in red). In
the optical/NIR image, the extraction aperture and exclusion regions (those with a red line through them) are shown. Section 2.2.6 describes how these were
determined.
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3C 236: No GALEX observations exist of 3C 236; however, we found UV photometry at very similar wavelengths in the liter-
ature. An isolated galaxy (Fig. A1), its SED (Fig. A8) shows a MIR excess requiring an AGN component. While this fit is an
improvement overall, it is worse in the FUV and the shorter-wavelength PACS bands. There is also the possibility of synchrotron
contribution at 500µm.
3C 270: 3C 270 (NGC 4261; Fig. A2) is a member of the Virgo cluster and is one of the three galaxies in our sample not observed
by Herschel. As a result, its FIR SED (Fig. A8) is poorly sampled and is not very well fit even with the inclusion of an AGN.
We are not convinced of the necessity of an AGN component in this SED fit, so we show both possibilities. Given the poor fit in
FIR, we have concerns regarding the reliability of the derived parameters and use them with caution. Due to the proximity of this
galaxy, the IRS slit only covers a small portion of this galaxy, so its H2 luminosity should be considered a lower limit.
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Figure A2. Panchromatic images of 3C 270, 3C 272.1, 4C 12.50, and 3C 293. See Fig. A1 for further details.
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3C 272.1: 3C 272.1 (M84; Fig. A2) is also a member of the Virgo cluster, and lacks Herschel imaging. Like 3C270, its FIR
SED, although better defined, is poorly fit and the inclusion of an AGN, while shown in Figure A8, is not very convincing. The
inclusion of this component improves the fit at 60-70µm, but worsens it at 100µm, and neither the FUV nor the MIPS 24µm is
not well modeled by either fit. Therefore, we have concerns regarding the reliability of the derived parameters and use them with
caution. Its proximity means that its IRS spectrum only comes from a small fraction of the galaxy, but it shows strong 11µm
PAH emission (Ogle et al. 2010), explaining the 12µm bump in the SED that we do not match well.
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Figure A3. Panchromatic images of Mrk 668, 3C 305, 3C 310, and 3C 315. For 3C 310, the emission at FIR wavelengths is dominated by the eastern companion,
which becomes difficult to disentangle at wavelengths longer than 100µm, so we could only determine upper limits for those bands. See Fig. A1 for further
details.
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4C 12.50: 4C 12.50 (PKS 1345+12) is a merging system with barely resolved centers in the SDSS images (Fig. A2). At other
wavelengths, it is typically unresolved. Its SED (Fig. A9) shows a strong IR bump. Indeed, it is one of three ULIRGs in our
sample. Its fit is improved with the inclusion of a MIR AGN component; however the shape of the model in the FIR suggests
this galaxy might be better fit with a combination of dust temperatures not currently implemented in MAGPHYS (i.e. dust
temperatures warmer than 60 K).
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Figure A4. Panchromatic images of 3C 317, 3C 326N, PKS 1549-79, and 3C 338. For 3C 317, the emission at FIR wavelengths is approximately equally
dominated by 3C 317 and the northwest companion; it becomes difficult to disentangle them at the longer SPIRE wavelengths. The emission in the vicinity of
3C 338 at Herschel wavelengths is dominated by the northeastern companion; the black cross on the SDSS image is in the same location as the white cross on
the Herschel image. See Fig. A1 for further details.
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3C 293: 3C 293 (UGC 8782) has a nearby companion to the southwest (Fig. A2), which we exclude in measuring the photometry.
Although 3C 293 lacks Herschel imaging, its FIR SED (Fig. A9) is well constrained by IRAS and MIPS. Its fit is improved with
a modest AGN. The inclusion of this component drives the MAGPHYS fit to slightly warmer cold dust temperatures and therefore
a smaller derived dust mass than the non-AGN purely MAGPHYS fit done in Lanz et al. (2015). The derived SFR is likewise a
little smaller, but agrees with the rate from Lanz et al. (2015) within the uncertainties.
Mrk668: Mrk 668 (OQ 208) has a nearby, bright foreground star (Fig. A3), so care was taken to select a background region with
similar levels of scattered optical light. Similarly, we added an additional exclusion region for the diffraction spike from that star
in the IRAC images. Mrk 668 has a strong MIR AGN contribution (Fig. A9). Even after the removal of this component, the
remaining IR emission is sufficient to classify this galaxy as a LIRG. Its IR spectrum shows emission from the 10µm silicate
feature (Guillard et al. 2012).
3C 305: 3C 305 (IC 1065; Fig. A3) has only been observed in CO with the IRAM 30m, which measured flux but not extent. To
estimate the extent of the star-forming and molecular disk, we use the size of the 8µm emission as a proxy for star-forming disk.
Its SED (Fig. A10) is best fit including an AGN component.
3C 310: Figure A3 shows that 3C 310 (VV 204b) lies at the center of a cluster with several nearby galaxies. We have excluded
them as shown on the SDSS image. However, due to the proximity of these companions, we are likely excluding some of
the source flux and possibly retaining some contamination from the companions. At UV–MIR wavelengths, these galaxies
are typically resolved and 3C 310 typically dominates the emission, so we will use the fluxes as measured. However, at FIR
wavelengths, the situation becomes more complicated, because 3C 310 no longer dominates the emission and the sources become
increasingly blended with increasing wavelength. Therefore, while we do obtain a detection in the PACS 160µm-SPIRE 350µm
bands, we do not find these fluxes to be trustworthy. Therefore, for these bands, we measured the total flux in the aperture without
the exclusion regions and treat them as upper limits. As a result, the FIR SED (Fig. A10) of 3C 310 is poorly constrained and we
use its derived parameters with caution.
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Figure A5. Panchromatic images of 3C 386, 3C 424, and IC 5063. IC 5063 is saturated at 8µm. See Fig. A1 for further details.
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3C 315: 3C 315 was not observed with GALEX and has a nearby companion resolved by SDSS (Fig. A3). At IR wavelengths,
it only has WISE and Herschel imaging, so resolving the galaxies becomes very difficult. However, the 12µm WISE image and
the Herschel images strongly suggest that the MIR–FIR emission of this system is dominated by our host galaxy instead of its
companion. Its SED (Fig. A10) does not require an AGN component, which is consistent with its IRS spectrum that show strong
PAH emission from star forming activity (Ogle et al. 2010).
3C 317: 3C 317 (UGC 9799) is the BCG of Abell 2052, and as such has a number of close companions (Fig. A4). At FIR
wavelengths, the emission of one of its smaller companions (to the north–west) becomes pronounced, so we took care to ensure
that the exclusion region was sufficiently large to also include the Herschel emission. Its SED (Fig. A11) fit does not improve
with the inclusion of an AGN component.
3C 326N: 3C 326N has a companion, which is resolved at all Herschel wavelengths (Fig. A4). At PACS wavelengths, there is
a hint of extended emission along the major axis of this galaxy. Its SED (Fig. A11) does not require an AGN to fit. Its Spitzer
observations were discussed in detail by Ogle et al. (2007) who measured SFR from the 7.7µm PAH feature consistent with our
SED-derived SFR.
PKS1549-79: PKS 1549-79 is a ULIRG, whose SED (Fig. A11) is dominated by its IR emission. Its images (Fig. A4) likewise
show that it is much dimmer at UV–NIR wavelengths than in the MIR–FIR. Due to its declination, it is too far south to fall in
the SDSS footprint and as a result, its UV–optical SED is poorly defined. Therefore, we treat its stellar mass with great caution
(the PDF of M∗ is also quite broad). PKS 1549-79 has a quite strong MIR AGN component. In the Herschel bands, significant
diffuse foreground emission can be seen in the top-right corner of the image, requiring the use of a point source aperture at those
wavelengths to minimize contamination.
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3C 338: 3C 338 (NGC 6166) is the BCG of Abell 2052 (Fig. A4). As a result, it has numerous small companions, but still
dominates the emission into the MIR. In the Herschel bands, however, the emission is dominated by the small galaxy just
north–east of the center of 3C 338, as can be seen by the location of the emission in that panel compared to the white cross
which is in the same position as the black cross in the SDSS image. Given the proximity of that galaxy and the resolution of
the Herschel instruments, we cannot disentangle any minor contribution from 3C 338. Therefore, we only have upper limits,
measured including the companions, on Herschel photometry. As a result, our FIR SED (Fig. A12) is completely undefined,
and we treat the derived dust luminosity, dust mass, and SFR as upper limits. The little MIR information that we have does not
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Figure A7. SEDs for 3C 31 (top), 3C 84 (middle), and 3C 218 (bottom) with photometry shown as red squares (purple triangles are upper limits) and the best
fit model plotted in black. When an AGN component is necessary to improve the fit in the MIR, we also show the AGN component (orange dash–dot line) and
the host component (green dotted line), as well as the best fit without an AGN (blue dashed line). To the right of the SED, we plot a subset of the PDFs of the
fitted parameters for (from left to right): stellar mass, dust mass, and dust luminosity (top) and SFR, warm dust temperature, and cold dust temperature (bottom).
When an AGN is needed, we show the PDFs both for the best fit (black) and for the fit without an AGN (blue dashed).
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support the inclusion of an AGN component.
3C 386: Figure A5 shows that 3C 386 has indications of extended emission in the FIR, but it is not associated with its fat double
radio structure. Its CO observation does not have a measured extent. We therefore estimate the size of the molecular/star-forming
region based on the extent of the 8µm emission, which, as can be seen in the IRAC panel of Figure A5 is centrally condensed
compared to the stellar extent observed in the shorter IRAC bands. Its SED (Fig. A12) is sparsely sampled in the UV and optical.
It is not very well fit at 5.6 and 8µm, which may be due to a difference between the PAH lines in the MAGPHYS template and the
reality in this system, in which both the 7.7 and 11.3µm PAH are weak (Ogle et al. 2010).
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Figure A8. SEDs for 3C 236 (top), 3C 270 (middle), and 3C 272.1 (bottom) with photometry shown as red squares (or purple triangles for upper limits) and the
best fit model plotted in black. Further details are given in Fig. A7 captions.
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3C 424: 3C 424, as can be seen in both its images (Fig. A5) and its SED (Fig. A12) is poorly detected in only a few bands.
Indeed of the six photometric points used in the fit, three come from the literature (or enhanced archive product). This is also
visible in the large widths of its parameter PDFs, so the derived parameters have large uncertainties and should be treated
with caution. The relative fluxes at 8 and 24µm are better fit with the inclusion of an AGN component. Leipski et al. (2009)
concluded that star formation contributed little to IR spectrum, which Ogle et al. (2010) found to be flat. Indeed, the IR spectrum
could be a continuation of the synchrotron emission from the radio into the IR.
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Figure A9. SEDs for 4C 12.50 (top), 3C 293 (middle), and Mrk 668 (bottom) with photometry shown as red squares (or purple triangles for upper limits) and
the best fit model plotted in black. Further details are given in Fig. A7 captions.
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IC 5063: IC 5063 is one of our closest galaxies and shows significant filamentary structure in the UV that may be tracing out a
star-forming disk (Fig. A5). The extended Herschel emission likewise suggests the presence of a dusty disk. Unfortunately, its
IRAC 8µm image is saturated. Since its CO observations have not provided a measure of the extent of its molecular content, we
estimate that size from the extent of the central region of strong UV emission. The SED of IC 5063 (Fig. A13) requires a sizable
MIR AGN contribution.
3C 433: 3C 433 was only observed by GALEX in the NUV (Fig. A6), but was not detected, so we only have limits on the
UV emission. It has two nearby companions, resolvable only in our 2MASS images. However, both the WISE and Herschel
emissions appear to be centered on the desired 2MASS source, therefore we assume that this galaxy dominates the IR emission.
Its SED (Fig. A13) is better fit with a significant AGN component. Its IRS spectrum has strong silicate absorption and weak PAH
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Figure A10. SEDs for 3C 305 (top), 3C 310 (middle), and 3C 315 (bottom) with photometry shown as red squares (or purple triangles for upper limits) and the
best fit model plotted in black. Further details are given in Fig. A7 captions.
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emission, contrary to the SED fit (Ogle et al. 2010).
3C 436: Due to its distance, we only marginally resolve 3C 436 in SDSS, where it appears to be a non-interacting ETG (Fig. A6).
Its MIR emission is poorly sampled, primarily with IRS-derived 8 and 24µm photometric points, which suggest the need for an
AGN component in the SED fit (Fig. A14).
3C 459: 3C 459 is our most distant source, and appears as a point source in all bands (Fig. A6). Its SED (Fig. A14) is dominated
by its IR emission, and indeed, it meets ULIRG criteria. The inclusion of a MIR AGN component improves the fit.
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Figure A11. SEDs for 3C 317 (top), 3C 326N (middle), and PKS 1549-79 (bottom) with photometry shown as red squares (or purple triangles for upper limits)
and the best fit model plotted in black. Further details are given in Fig. A7 captions.
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Figure A12. SEDs for 3C 338 (top), 3C 386 (middle), and 3C 424 (bottom) with photometry shown as red squares (or purple triangles for upper limits) and the
best fit model plotted in black. Further details are given in Fig. A7 captions.
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Figure A13. SEDs for IC 5063 (top) and 3C 433 (bottom) with photometry shown as red squares (or purple triangles for upper limits) and the best fit model
plotted in black. Further details are given in Fig. A7 captions.
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Figure A14. SEDs for 3C 436 (top) and 3C 459 (bottom) with photometry shown as red squares (or purple triangles for upper limits) the best fit model plotted
in black. Further details are given in Fig. A7 captions.
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Table A1
Observation Description
Wavelength Telescope/ Exposure
Name Region Instrument Obs. IDa Date (s; frames)b Notes
3C 31 UV GALEX/(FUV;NUV) GI2 019002 3C 31 2005-11-05 4734.2; 4970.2
Optical SDSS 008111-5-0175 2009-10-17 53.9 Drift Mode
NIR 2MASS 981019n1010115 1998-10-19 273
MIR Spitzer/IRAC 3418/10918400 2005-01-16 24x30s
MIR WISE 0176p318 ab41 2010-07-20 2611,2/2533,4
MIR/FIR Spitzer/MIPS 82/4691968 2004-12-26 28x2.6s; 28x10.5s 24, 70
FIR Herschel/PACS 1342224218-19 2011-07-15 445 s×2 2 100, 160
FIR Herschel/SPIRE 1342236245 2012-01-03 307
3C 84 UV GALEX/(FUV;NUV) GI1 098001 A0426 2004-10-07 14990.2; 16249.3
Optical SDSS 003629-1-0067 2003-01-28 53.9 Drift Mode
NIR 2MASS LGA(ngc1275) ...c ...c
MIR Spitzer/IRAC 3228/10483456 2005-02-20 40x30s
MIR WISE 0494p408 ab41 2010-02-11 132
MIR/FIR Spitzer/MIPS 3351/11153920 2005-02-25 42x2.6s 24
FIR Herschel/PACSd 1342216022-23 2011-03-14 153 s×2 1 70, 160
FIR Herschel/PACSd 1342204217-18 2010-09-09 153 s×2 2 100, 160
FIR Herschel/SPIRE 1342203614 2010-08-24 467
3C 218 UV GALEX/(FUV;NUV) GI3 103007 HydraA 2008-01-10 2233.1
NIR 2MASS 990515s0180009 1999-05-15 274
MIR Spitzer/IRAC 50795/26923008 2008-06-09 36x100s
MIR WISE 1390m122 ab41 2010-05-11 1381,2/1303,4
MIR/FIR Spitzer/MIPS 82 /4707584 2004-05-04 14x10s 24
FIR Herschel/PACS 1342207071-74 2010-10-25 571 s×4 3 70, 100, 160
FIR Herschel/SPIRE 1342207041 2010-10-24 721
3C 236 Optical SDSS 004469-3-0269 2004-02-17 53.9 Drift Mode
NIR 2MASS 981212n1610056 1998-12-12 273
MIR Spitzer/IRAC 3418/10921216 2004-12-16 24x30s
MIR WISE 1516p348 ab41 2010-05-06 142
MIR/FIR Spitzer/MIPS 82 /4708096 2004-04-12 14x10s 24
FIR Herschel/PACSd 1342270912-13 2013-04-26 266 s×2 3 70, 100, 160
FIR Herschel/PACSd 1342246697-98 2012-06-07 895 s×2 2 100, 160
FIR Herschel/SPIRE 1342246613 2012-06-03 997
3C 270 UV GALEX/(FUV;NUV) GI3 079021 NGC4261 2008-03-04 1655.0
Optical SDSS 002126-5-0438 2001-02-20 53.9 Drift Mode
NIR 2MASS LGA(ugc5360) ...c ...c
MIR Spitzer/IRAC 69/4461056 2004-05-27 10x12s
MIR WISE 1853p060 ab41 2010-06-17 2091/1272/1123/1204
MIR/FIR Spitzer/MIPS 82/4692736 2005-06-22 28x10s; 128x10.5s; 68x10.5s 24, 70, 160
3C 272.1 UV GALEX/FUV GI5 057013 NGC4388 2009-05-07 2538.0
UV GALEX/NUV Virgo Epoque MOS01 2006-03-20 15699.9
Optical SDSS 003836-4-0249 2003-03-31 53.9 Drift Mode
NIR 2MASS LGA(m84) ...c ...c
MIR Spitzer/IRAC 69/4463872 2004-05-27 10x12s
MIR WISE 862p136 ab41 2010-06-15 144
MIR/FIR Spitzer/MIPS 82/4692992 2004-06-01 28x2.6s; 16x10.5s; 68x10.5s 24, 70, 160
4C 12.50 UV GALEX/FUV AIS 220 2007-05-08 132.1
UV GALEX/NUV AIS 220 2005-05-07 224.1
Optical SDSS 003836-5-0384 2003-03-31 53.9 Drift Mode
NIR 2MASS 980502n0390256 1998-05-02 273
MIR Spitzer/IRAC 32/3893760 2004-01-13 24x12s
MIR WISE 2070p121 ab41 2010-07-06 2561,2/2483,4
MIR/FIR Spitzer/MIPS 30877/19167488 2007-07-13 14x2.6s; 16x10.5s 24, 70
FIR Herschel/PACS 1342224349-50 2011-07-17 445 s×2 2 100, 160
FIR Herschel/SPIRE 1342234792 2011-12-17 307
3C 293 UV GALEX/FUV AIS 238 2007-04-06 119.0
UV GALEX/NUV MISGCN3 02086 0229 2011-06-01 2632.3
Optical SDSS 004623-6-0301 2004-05-12 53.9 Drift Mode
NIR 2MASS 980310n1340068 1998-03-10 273
MIR Spitzer/IRAC 3418/10922496 2005-06-11 24x30s
MIR WISE 2082p318 ab41 2010-06-29 218
MIR/FIR Spitzer/MIPS 82/4694016 2005-06-28 56x2.6s; 28x10.5s; 68x10.5s 24, 70, 160
MRK 668 UV GALEX/FUV GI1 056017 NGC5466 2007-05-01 1838.1
UV GALEX/NUV GI1 056017 NGC5466 2006-05-11 3529.1
Optical SDSS 004646-6-0117 2004-05-22 53.9 Drift Mode
NIR 2MASS 980505n0220209 1998-05-05 273
MIR Spitzer/IRAC 30443/17639168 2006-07-10 10x2s
MIR WISE 2125p287 ab41 2010-07-04 229
MIR/FIR Spitzer/MIPS 30443/17640448 2006-07-14 14x2.6s; 16x3.2s 24, 70
FIR Herschel/PACS 1342223955-56 2011-07-11 445 s×2 2 100, 160
FIR Herschel/SPIRE 1342234785 2011-12-17 307
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3C 305 UV GALEX/(FUV;NUV) AIS 23 2004-03-13 196.0
Optical SDSS 001412-5-0275 2000-04-27 53.9 Drift Mode
NIR 2MASS 000221n0390150 2000-02-21 273
MIR Spitzer/IRAC 3418/10923008 2004-11-25 24x30s
MIR WISE 2212p636 ab41 2010-06-01 3911,2/3703,4
MIR/FIR Spitzer/MIPS 82/4737280 2004-04-12 14x10s; 208x10.5s 24, 70
FIR Herschel/PACS 1342223959-60 2011-07-11 445 s×2 2 100, 160
FIR Herschel/SPIRE 1342234915 2011-12-18 307
3C 310 UV GALEX/FUV AIS 237 2007-04-10 175.0
UV GALEX/NUV MISGCSN3 21467 0238 2011-05-16 2373.0
Optical SDSS 004588-4-0131 2004-04-22 53.9 Drift Mode
NIR 2MASS 990522n0590103 1999-05-22 273
MIR Spitzer/IRAC 3418/10923264 2005-07-16 24x30s
MIR WISE 2266p257 ab41 2010-07-22 3151,2/3033,4
FIR Herschel/PACS 1342235116-17 2011-12-24 2020 s×2 2 100, 160
FIR Herschel/SPIRE 1342234778 2011-12-17 997
3C 315 Optical SDSS 004576-2-0703 2004-04-16 53.9 Drift Mode
NIR 2MASS 990527n0320103 1999-05-27 273
MIR WISE 2283p257 ab41 2010-07-24 3171,2/3043,4
MIR/FIR Spitzer/MIPS 82/4708864 2004-08-06 14x10s; 28x10.5s 24, 70
FIR Herschel/PACS 1342224636-37 2011-07-21 895 s×2 2 100, 160
FIR Herschel/SPIRE 1342234777 2011-12-17 997
3C 317 UV GALEX/(FUV;NUV) GI3 103015 Abell2052 2007-06-04 2857.1
Optical SDSS 003903-3-0318 2003-04-27 53.9 Drift Mode
NIR 2MASS 000428s0700044 2000-04-28 274
MIR Spitzer/IRAC 30659/18654464 2006-08-10 18x12s
MIR WISE 2288p075 ab41 2010-07-31 2791,2/2693,4
MIR/FIR Spitzer/MIPS 30659/18641664 2007-03-05 42x10s 24
FIR Herschel/PACS 1342237886-89 2012-01-05 840 s×4 3 70, 100, 160
FIR Herschel/SPIRE 1342238322 2012-01-28 859
3C 326N UV GALEX/FUV AIS 135 2007-04-13 96.0
UV GALEX/NUV AIS 135 2005-06-17 247.1
Optical SDSS 004633-2-0076 2004-05-14 53.9 Drift Mode
NIR 2MASS 000422n0520173 2000-04-22 273
MIR Spitzer/IRAC 3418/10923776 2005-03-27 24x30s
MIR WISE 2384p196 ab41 2010-02-10 1681,2/1573,4
MIR/FIR Spitzer/MIPS 3418/10930432 2005-08-28 80x2.6s 24
FIR Herschel/PACSd 1342248732-33 2012-07-27 2470 s×2 2 100, 160
FIR Herschel/PACSd 1342261315-18 2013-01-18 538 s×4 3 70, 100, 160
FIR Herschel/SPIRE 1342238327 2012-01-28 1135
PKS 1549-79 UV GALEX/(FUV;NUV) AIS 470 2006-08-16 109.0
NIR 2MASS 000408s0730068 2000-04-08 274
MIR WISE 2376m788 ab41 2010-03-10 2351,2/2263,4
FIR Herschel/PACS 1342225387-88 2011-07-24 445 s×2 2 100, 160
FIR Herschel/SPIRE 1342239890 2012-03-01 307
3C 338 UV GALEX/(FUV;NUV) NGA NGC6166 2004-08-06 1437.0
Optical SDSS 003225-4-0238 2002-06-09 53.9 Drift Mode
NIR 2MASS 990603n0430162 1999-06-03 273
MIR Spitzer/IRAC 25/3860992 2004-07-06 30x200s
MIR WISE 2477p393 ab41 2010-02-13 2041,2/1963,4
MIR/FIR Spitzer/MIPS 20651/14957056 2005-08-29 80x2.6s 24
FIR Herschel/PACS 1342207019-22 2010-10-23 571 s×4 3 70, 100, 160
FIR Herschel/SPIRE 1342207033 2010-10-24 721
3C 386 UV GALEX/(FUV;NUV) AIS 121 2006-07-31 183.0
NIR 2MASS 990608n0730232 1999-06-08 273
MIR Spitzer/IRAC 3418/10924800 2005-05-06 24x30s
MIR WISE 2798p166 ab41 2010-04-01 1621,2/1503,4
MIR/FIR Spitzer/MIPS 3418/12418048 2005-04-10 80x2.6s; 52x10.5s 24, 70
FIR Herschel/PACS 1342231672-73 2011-10-30 670 s×2 2 100, 160
FIR Herschel/SPIRE 1342239789 2012-02-29 997
3C 424 UV GALEX/(FUV;NUV) AIS 242 2006-09-03 176.0
NIR 2MASS 000806s0550233 2000-08-06 274
MIR WISE 3127p075 ab41 2010-05-09 1511,2/1383/1394
FIR Herschel/PACS 1342233349-50 2011-12-01 2470 s×2 2 100, 160
FIR Herschel/SPIRE 1342244149 2012-04-12 997
IC 5063 UV GALEX/(FUV;NUV) GI3 087016 IC 5063 2007-06-25 2951.1
NIR 2MASS 000621s0070127 2000-06-21 274
MIR Spitzer/IRAC 3269/12455680 2005-05-09 2x12s
MIR WISE 3129m576 ab41 2010-04-18 1631,2,3/1404
MIR/FIR Spitzer/MIPS 86/4858624 2005-05-20 28x2.6s 24
FIR Herschel/PACS 1342216469-72 2011-03-20 276 s×4 3 70, 100, 160
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FIR Herschel/SPIRE 1342206208 2010-10-11 445
3C 433 UV GALEX/NUV AIS 154 2011-10-09 128.0 No FUV obs.
NIR 2MASS 971029n0280220 1997-10-29 273
MIR WISE 3216p257 ab41 2010-05-25 1671,2/1563,4
FIR Herschel/PACSd 1342232731- 32 2011-11-10 445 s×2 2 100, 160
FIR Herschel/PACSd 1342219391-92 2011-04-19 266 s×2 3 70, 100, 160
FIR Herschel/SPIRE 1342234675 2011-12-18 307
3C 436 UV GALEX/(FUV;NUV) AIS 40 2007-07-17 64.0/328.
Optical SDSS 008155-3-0058 2009-11-17 53.9 Drift Mode
NIR 2MASS 991110n0460080 1999-11-10 273
MIR WISE 3257p287 ab41 2010-05-31 1901,2/1793,4
FIR Herschel/PACSd 1342235316-17 2011-12-25 445 s×2 2 100, 160
FIR Herschel/PACSd 1342257734-37 2011-04-19 266 s×4 3 70, 100, 160
FIR Herschel/SPIRE 1342234676 2011-12-18 997
3C 459 UV GALEX/(FUV;NUV) AIS 149 2006-10-02 186.0
Optical SDSS 007807-2-0076 2008-11-17 53.9 Drift Mode
NIR 2MASS 000825s0250092 2000-08-25 274
MIR WISE 3493p045 ab41 2010-06-13 1291,2/1223,4
MIR/FIR Spitzer/MIPS 20233/14432512 2005-11-30 28x2.6s; 28x10.5s 24, 70
FIR Herschel/PACS 1342237979-80 2012-01-06 445 s×2 2 100, 160
FIR Herschel/SPIRE 1342234756 2011-12-19 307
a SDSS Obs. IDs are in the form of a 6 digit run number, followed by a one digit camera column, and ending in a four digit field number. 2MASS Obs. IDs are in the form of
six digits dates (yymmdd) followed by scan directions (n/s) followed by a three digits scan number and ending in a four digit image number, except for 3C84, 3C270, and 3C272.1.
Spitzer Obs. IDs are given as Project ID/AOR number.
b If only one exposure time is given, it is the same for all bands. For 2MASS and WISE, we give the exposure in terms of the number of frames that were co-added to create the image.
When different bands had different numbers of frames, the super-script indicates which bands the coverage indicates. Exposure times for PACS are given as (Time per Obs. ID) ×
(Number of Observations). PACS always observes at 160µm in conjunction with either 70µm or 100µm. 1 indicates all observations were done at 160µm and 70µm. 2 indicates
all observations were performed at 160µm and 100µm. 3 indicates the observations are evenly split between the two modes (i.e. the 70 and 100µm bands were each observed for
half of the total 160µm time).
c The 2MASS mosaics of these galaxies come from the Large Galaxy Atlas, which combines multiple observations and does not clearly indicate the dates and number of frames that
went into each mosaic.
d 3C 84, 3C 236, 3C 326N, 3C 433, and 3C 436 were all observed twice by PACS, with different configurations of bands. For each galaxy, we combine all the available data at each
wavelength.
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B. ADDITIONAL X-RAY OBSERVATIONS
At the time of our last paper (Lanz et al. 2015), Mrk 668 did not have a non-proprietary Chandra observation. PKS 1549-79
has still not yet been observed with Chandra. For completeness, we have reduced the newly released Chandra observation of
Mrk 668 in the same manner and use the XMM-Newton observation of PKS 1549-79 to estimate diffuse X-ray emission. Below,
we summarize these observations and the reduction done.
B1. Mrk 668
Mrk 668 was observed with Chandra for 34.6 ks on 2014 September 04 (ObsID 16071; P.I. A. Siemiginowska), and will
be discussed in detail by Sobolewska et al. (2016, in preparation). We retrieved the observation from the Chandra archive and
reduced it in the manner described in Lanz et al. (2015). The X-ray emission is clearly dominated by the central source. However,
the hardness ratio (HR = (H–S)/(H+S) where H is the net counts in the 2–8 keV band and S is the net counts in the 0.5–2 keV
band), of that emission is softer at −0.12 than expected for an AGN, suggesting that small scale diffuse emission may also be
present. If we exclude that central source, we do not have sufficient counts remaining to fit a spectrum.
We therefore sought to estimate the diffuse X-ray luminosity in two ways. First, we measured the net (background-subtracted)
count rate in the aperture, excluding the central 1.′′0 (in the same manner as was done for the galaxies in Lanz et al. 2015), in the
0.5–8 keV, 0.5–2 keV, and 2–8 keV bands. Based on the hardness ratio which provides a sense of the temperature, we estimate
its flux assuming a thermal (APEC; Smith et al. 2001) model with the temperature from another radio galaxy with a similar
hardness ratio (3C 433; logT = 7.05, kT = 0.967 keV), using the WebPIMMS tool. We assume solar metallicity and a fixed
foreground absorption due to the Milky Way’s ISM (1.6 × 1020 cm−2, Kalberla et al. 2005). We also use the 2–8 keV counts
within the central 1.′′0 aperture to estimate the AGN’s 2–10 keV luminosity, assuming a power-law with Γ = 1.7.
Second, we extracted a spectrum from the entire aperture (including the central source). We fit a combination of thermal
models and an absorbed power-law, all subject to absorption due to the Milky Way’s ISM. Our best model required two thermal
components (0.33 keV and 1.6 keV) as well as an absorbed power-law (Γ = 1.7, NH = 8.3 × 1021 cm−2. From this fit, we
calculate the 0.5–8 keV luminosity of the diffuse emission (thermal components) and the unabsorbed 2–10 keV emission of the
AGN (power-law component).
These two methods yield consistent values for both the diffuse (log(L0.5−8 keV /erg s−1) = 41.4 − 41.7) and the AGN
(log(L2−10 keV /erg s−1) = 42.3−42.5) emission. Our AGN luminosity is in good agreement with the measurement of Guainazzi
et al. (2004), and the ratio of L(H2)/LX,diffuse that we measure for Mrk 668 is consistent with those of other radio MOHEGs (see
Fig. 9 of Lanz et al. 2015). Therefore, we believe that our modeling has yielded reliable values of the diffuse X-ray emission.
B2. PKS 1549-79
Since XMM-Newton has a much poorer spatial resolution than Chandra, we cannot hope to achieve the same spatial separation
between the AGN and any diffuse emission in the XMM-Newton observation of PKS 1549-79. Instead, we estimate the diffuse
emission based on a spectral decomposition. We attribute the power-law component to the AGN and any thermal component to
the diffuse emission. As discussed in the previous section, we found good agreement for the estimates of diffuse X-ray luminosity
from spatial and spectral decompositions for Mrk 668.
PKS 1549-79 was observed with XMM-Newton for 86.72 ks on 2008 September 22 (ObsID 0550970101). We retrieved and
analyzed the data taken with the European Photon Imaging Camera (EPIC; Jansen et al. 2001) on both the metal oxide semi-
conductor (MOS) CCDs and the pn CCDs. There is significant background flaring in the last ∼ 30 ks, which we filtered out
reducing the exposure time to 55.15 ks (MOS1/MOS2) and 53.69 ks (pn). We only retained events with energies between 0.4 and
10 keV with patterns between 0 and 12. We extracted the spectrum in a 45′′ aperture in each data set and combined them to create
the EPIC spectrum. We selected this aperture size, despite being smaller than the aperture in Table 1 because it contains all of
the X-ray emission and does not cross the pn chip gap (as the Table 1 aperture would). This aperture contains ∼ 55000 counts,
dominated by the hard component, likely the AGN.
Spectral modeling was accomplished using the SHERPA packages of CIAO. We fit a combination of thermal (APEC; Smith
et al. 2001) and an absorbed power-law, all of which is subject to a fixed foreground absorption due to the Milky Way’s ISM
(9.4× 1020 cm−2, Kalberla et al. 2005) as well as a fitted intrinsic absorption. Our best model (well fit with χ2/dof = 949/1181)
requires two thermal components (0.27 keV and 2.3 keV), a power-law index of Γ = 2.0, an intrinsic column of NH = 1.5 ×
1022 cm−2, and an additional column of NH = 3.5× 1020 cm−2 on the power-law component.
As noted by O’Brien et al. (2010), the XMM-Newton spectrum is dominated by its buried AGN. Indeed, we find that 96%
of the 0.5–8 keV luminosity comes from the power-law component. From our fit, we measure the 2–10 keV luminosity of the
absorption-corrected (both intrinsic and foreground) power-law component as well as the 0.5–8 keV luminosity of the foreground-
absorption corrected (as was done for the galaxies in Lanz et al. 2015) thermal component (given in Table 2). We find that our
AGN luminosity is in good agreement with that reported by Gonza´lez-Martı´n & Vaughan (2012) and that the diffuse X-ray
luminosity would place PKS 1549-79 in the region occupied by radio MOHEGs in our plot of H2 luminosity versus diffuse X-ray
luminosity (Figure 9 of Lanz et al. 2015). As a result, we believe that our spectral decomposition provides a reliable value of the
diffuse X-ray luminosity.
